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:rom the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics 

Program Manager Assessments 
Professionalism Personified 
Frcnk Kendall 

A few months ago, I decided to 
ask all of our Acquisition Cat- 
egory I and Major Automated 
Information System (MAIS) 
program managers (PMs) to 

provide me with a one- to three-page 
assessment of the state of their pro- 
grams. At the time, this was an experi- 
ment. From the feedback I received, 
most PMs were delighted to have this 
opportunity. I have incorporated these 
assessments into Better Buying Power 
(BBP) 3.0 as an activity that will con- 
tinue on an annual basis. The assess- 
ments are intended to strengthen the 
role of the acquisition chain of com- 
mand. The assessments are simul- 
taneously sent to me, the Service or 
Component acquisition executive, and 
the program executive officer. It was, 
however, an experiment that seemed 
to make a lot of people nervous. 

Some of the nervousness stemmed from concerns that I was 
putting the PMs in an awkward position, where they might fear 
that being too honest with me could jeopardize their program 
or get them into trouble with a senior stakeholder in the Ser- 
vice or on the Office o* the Secretary of Defense (OSD) staff. 
I could understand this concern, and I hesitated briefly. How- 
ever, one of the management principles I've picked up over the 
years (like the sign outside my door reading "In God We Trust, 
All Others Must Bring Data," this comes from W. Edwards 
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Deming) is that one must drive fear out of an organization to 
achieve success. No fear is more crippling or dysfunctional to 
an organization than fear of negative consequences of tell- 
ing the truth. Close behind that is fear that a new idea will 
be dismissed or ridiculed. I decided that any institutional fear 
of the consequences of ar honest assessment should not be 
appeased; it should be confronted. 

There was also a concern, which I took more seriously, that 
the PM would have to obta n approval and go through multiple 
drafts and reviews before being allowed to send me an assess- 
ment. To overcome this concern, I required each PM to certify 
to me that no one had reviewed the PM's assessment in draft 
or final form. That seems to have been successful, although 1 
expect I have caused some people to worry. 

The results, from my perspective at least, have been terrific. 
I'm still working my way through roughly 150 assessments, but 
I've already learned a great deal about Department of Defense 
(DoD) programs and the people who are managing them. It 
was no surprise to me that the assessments have reflected 
the high degree of professionalism and dedication in our key 
leaders. I expected that. What I hadn't expected, but probably 
should have, was the window these documents provide into 
the many complex challenges our PMs face, and the creative 
and innovative ways they are dealing with those challenges, 
in this article, I would like to summarize some of the inputs 1 
received. They say a great deal about the work we are doing— 
and how well we are doing it. I hope, with the permission of 
the writers, to publish a subset of these assessments soon, but 
here is a sampling without the names of the programs or PMs. 

The cutting-edge weapon system; high-risk development: 
This assessment was probably the most impressive of the ones 
I have read to date. It was the smallest font the PM thought he 
could get away with, narrow margins, filled all three pages, and 
was packed with detail about the design, the technical issues 
and risks and what the PM was doing about them. It left me 
with no doubt that this PM was doing what Air Force Assistant 
Secretary Acquisition Bill LaDlante calls "owning the technical 
baseline." After a short overview of the program, the PM dug 
into the precise risks he is managing and mitigating. It wasn't 
quite a textbook or professional journal article on electrical 
engineering and systems engineering, but it was pretty close. 
One feature of this PM's approach that is noteworthy, and a 
program management or systems engineering best practice, 
was the use of knowledge points associated with each techni- 
cal risk area. The use of actual test results at sub-scale, com- 
ponent testing, modeling, simulation, and field testing were all 
described in fair detail. Key near-term tests were highlighted. 
This is not a low-risk program, and there are numerous ways 
for this design to encounter problems before it matures, but 

This PM has run rnto 

constraints from MA kr* 

oD acquisition proc 

that have stymied mode.. 

software development best 

practices. This PM is trying to 

do the right thing, but we're 

tting in his way. He needs 

some help, and, because of 

his assessment, I plan to see 

that he gets it. 

tne PM left me with the strong imoression that he is on :op 
cf the risks and well positioned to deliver this critical product. 

The legacy Command and Control (C2) system; incremental 
acquisition: This program is a large, complex C2 system that 
was built up over time from literally dozens of legacy systems. 
A few years ago, the idea of modernizing this collection in a 
"big bang" approach was rejected in favor of a lower-risk ard 
lower-cost incremental approach (Model 2 of the new DoD In- 
s' 'uction 5000.02). The PM has the challenge of coordinatirg 
ard managing numerous interfaces with systems that cannot 
go of-line, while rebuilding part of this conglomeration of a D- 

p ications and supporting infrastructure with the government 
in the role of lead system integrate'. A Service-Oriented Ar- 
chitecture is being implemented in sections as infrastructt'e 
and legacy programs are replaced. This PM is dealing with 
several builds of software in various stages of maturity, test- 
ing, and fielding. He also is dealing v/ith the transition of DoD 
tr.=dit onal information assurance approaches to the recent'/ 
imalenented Risk Management Framework. What this means 
on the ground is that the compliance measures have grown 
from about 100 to more than 400. At the same time, the PM 
is 'eacting to the "cyber shift left" and other recently published 
Ope'ational Test and Evaluation cyber procedures. In attempt- 
ing to implement Agile software development practices this 
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challenging as deve 

It demands attention to 

detail, strong leadership, 

enacity, solid business 

acumen and innovation 

ontractors. 

PM has run into constraints from MA,5 and DoD acquisition 
processes that have stymied modern software developmert 
best practices. This PM is trying to dc the right thing, but A/e're 
getting in his way. He needs some he p, and, because of his 
assessment, I plan to see that he gets t. 

The space; achieving stability: Our space systems gene- 
ally have struggled to get through development and make the 
transition to production. This is often a challenging steo in a 
product's life cycle, but space programs have a particilar y 
troubled history. Over the last few years, several DoD satellite 
systems have made this transition with great difficulty ard 
are now at relatively stable phases of their life cycles. Tlris 
PM's program is no exception. Software and hardware issues 
caused major delays and overruns. These problems have been 
largely overcome and the program s in serial production for 
the space segment, but the PM has no shortage of challenges. 
The ground segment, an incremental software-intensive pro- 
gram, has lagged significantly and only now seems to be stabi- 
lizing. An aggressive team effort by government and industry 
has been required to deliver capability. The PM's assessment 
reflects the successful use of Earned v'alueand Software pro- 
ductivity metrics to identify problem areas early and focus 
effort on corrective actions. While the PM generously (es I see 
fairly often) gives earlier versions of BBP some credit for his 
corrective actions, I would prefer less drama in our programs 
and less need for corrective action in the first place. 

Like many of our PMs, this one is managing several programs 
at once. In this case, they are various separable components 
of an integrated system. Each has its own prime contractor, 
its own business arrangements, its own technical challenges 
and its own place in the product life cycle. 

The Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) product; sustain- 
ment 20 years on: Most of the attention in the acquisition 
system falls on programs in development, where delays and 
overruns are most likely, but where the contributions to life- 
cycle cost are lowest. This PM is dealing with a platform that 
has been in the inventory for almost 20 years. It is nearing the 
end of production and was based on a COTS product. The pro- 
gram has myriad supply chain, aging, and obsolescence issues. 
Originally a Contractor Logistic Support for life of the program 
(acquisition reform circa late 1990s), the program has bounced 
back and forth between Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 
Part 12 and FAR Part 15—ending up in Part 15. The program has 
moved to introduce competition for sustainment, but the PM 
continuesto deal with high costs of spare parts and issues as- 
sociated with the commercial design that has not stood up well 
to military use. Bad assumptions (commercial product, life- 
cycle support by the producer) that may have reduced cost up 
front are being paid for now. The PM is dealing with a supply 
chain that sources nearly 500,000 parts and sees more than 
10,000 issues per month across the fielded systems. Moving 
to competition and standing up a new support contractor has 
been painful: Protests, claims, uncooperative suppliers, and 
intellectual property issues have all been problems. The PM 
has worked hard to understand the lessons learned from this 
experience and is preparing for the next round of competition. 
The bottom line: Sustainment is every bit as challenging as 
development. It demands attention to detail, strong leadership, 
tenacity, solid business acumen and innovation in dealing with 
support contractors. 

What 1 find fascinating about all of these assessments is the 
complexity and scale of the problems described and the can- 
dor and depth of understanding demonstrated by the writers. 
They personify the professionalism we all have to continue 
building throughout our workforce. BBP 3.0 focuses on inno- 
vation, technical excellence and the importance of U.S. tech- 
nological superiority, while continuing to build on our earlier 
efforts to control cost and to extract as much value as possible 
from the dollars the taxpayers provide us. None of these initia- 
tives in any edition of BBP is more important than continuing to 
build the human capital that is responsible for the successful 
delivery of every product or service the DoD acquires. 

I asked a number of senior people to provide articles for this 
edition of Defense AT&L magazine, but for my submission I 
wanted to highlight the contributions that our very talented 
and dedicated PMs, together with their staffs and supporting 
organizations, are providing to the department and the nation. 
Well done. ^ 

For more on Buying Power 3,0, 
please see: http://bbp.dau.inH/y 
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Integrating Innovation 

Kevin Fahey 
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rom Ihe ieep to the Internet to GPS, there was a time when the U.S. mOilary led the way in 
Inventing technologies that would later become dominant in the general public. 

Times have changed. Today, we more often see the opposite pattern—the commercial sector achieves the 
breakthrough, and the military adopts and adapts it to meet our requirements. 

This reality means that our adversaries have access to many of the same technologies in the commercial 
marketplace that we do—without the hurdles that exist in our acqdation system. To maintain our superiority, cur 
acquisition approach must be adaptive enough to enable rapid technology insertion, but also disciplined enougfi 
to ensure holistic interoperability once the systems are in warfighters' hands. Put simply, our challenge is to be the 
integrator among fast-moving innovators. 

That framework is driving todays efforts in the Army acquisition community to set conditions for future success. 
Drawing on programmatic lessons learned and the tenets of Better Buying Power CBBP) 3.0, we are structuring 
processes and tailoring our acquisition methodologies to ensure wa retain the feading edge. 

Cyber Operations 
Nowhere is the need for a proactive approach more pressing than in cybersecurily, where th -eats must be coun- 
tered in hours ratherthan in months or years. While the Army cannot predict the f uiure or design a "silver bullei" 

Fahey ;s executive director for System ofSystems Engineering and Integration in the U.S. Army's office of the Assistant Secretary for Acquisi- 
tion, Logistics and Technology. He is a member of the Senior Executive Service and previously was ihe Program Executive Officer for Combo' 
Support ond Combat Service Support ond Program Executive Officer for Ground Combat Systems. 
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future or design a IJsilve 

bullet" to block all attklfei€8 

are implementing a flexible 

strategy to adapt and change. 

to bloc< all attacks, we a 'e implementing a flexible strategy to 
adapt and change. Our goal is to bend the acquisi'.ion paradigm 
to meet cyber requirements, which will ensure that soldiers 
and systems are equipped to orevent, counter and recover 
from cyber attacks. 

Cybersecurity and othe' cyber operations pose unique chal- 
lenges tiat typically fall outside the normal prccess lines for 
requirements, acquisition and resourcing. For th is reason, the 
Army is looking at optimizing existing processes in all three 
areas n order to be more responsive to cyber requirements 
and emerging threats while implementing EBP. We have 
worked diligently to streamline system updates, testing end 
certification processing to ensure that warf ighti ng capabilities 
are resilient to the current cyber threat, and we are focused on 
keeping the edge through innovative approaches to technol- 
ogy insertions. 

For exa mple, the Assistant Secretary of the Arny for Acquisi- 
tion, Logistics and Technology, or (ASA[ALT]), is establishing a 
cyber industry consortium and utilizing the existing Army Ven- 
ture Capital Initiative for market research to find companies 
with niche cyber capabilities that can be quickly transitioned 
to Army programs. Developmental pilot programs and Sci- 
ence and Technology initiatives also allow the ASA(ALT) to 
better define cyber requirements and identify technology that 
is adaptive to the ever-changing threat envirorment. 

Commercial Innovation 
As with cyber capabilities, information techno ogy (IT) prolif- 
erates faster than traditional Arrry processes c an keep up. As 
the Army continues to modernize its tactical communicat ons 
network to enable a more agile and expeditionary force, we are 
leveraging commercial innovation to retain overmatch. 

For example, we mimicked the ir-flight internet services pro- 
vided by the major airlines by nstalling high-bandwidth anten- 
nas or C-17 aircraft, which will enable the G obal Response 

Force to plan missions with uninterrupted voice, data and video 
connectivity from garrison to theater. Working in conjunction 
with the National Security Agency, we adapted the security 
software used for online shopping to deliver secure wireless 
and 4G LTE (Long Term Evolution) access inside Army com- 
mand posts. 

Commercial innovation also can be built directly into our con- 
tract structure. Just as today's smartphones undergo hardware 
refreshes every few years to support the newest operating 
system. Army radio hardware must evolve continuously in par- 
allel with waveform software. With that in mind, the Army has 
implemented a competitive approach that aims to lower costs 
and deliver radios more quickly using Non-Developmental 
Item products. The strategy—grounded in BBP principles- 
includes frequent competitions among multiple vendors for 
mature radios that are compatible with government wave- 
forms. This "radio marketplace" will drive innovation in areas 
like weight, power and battery life while maintaining interoper- 
ability between different vendor systems—allowing the Army 
to incrementally provide soldiers with better radios as these 
become available on the market. 

But the need for agility goes beyond IT. The Joint Light Tacti- 
cal Vehicle (JLTV), which will fill the gap between the legacy 
High Mobility Mutlipurpose Wheeled Vehicle ("Humvee") 
and the bulkier, less mobile Mine Resistant Ambush Protected 
(MRAP) vehicle, is using a commercial off-the-shelf-based 
acquisition strategy and adaptive approach to lower costs and 
incorporate improvements over the program's life cycle. 

Among other applications of BBP, program managers incor- 
porated mission command network integration into the early 
vehicle design. This will allow the Army to make future up- 
grades to the JLTV much more quickly and cheaply than the 
equivalent efforts today, when we find ourselves spending 
more on vehicle integration kits and power upgrades for com- 
munications systems than on the new systems themselves. 

Standards Enable Future Solutions 
The concept of planning for technology insertions early in a 
program's life cycle applies to both hardware and software. To 
set the conditions for future upgrades, the Army is putting in 
place the standards to enable "plug-and-play" insertion of new 
capabilities on existing platforms. Consistent with BBP, the cre- 
ation of such standards encourages competition among a wide 
pool of potential competitors to lower the cost of integrated 
technology solutions. There are countless everyday examples 
of successful standards within which innovation can flourish, 
ranging from the consistent interfaces of the U.S. power grid to 
the largely open architecture of the Android mobile ecosystem. 

The Army is actively pursuing standards on several fronts. We 
are moving to publish detailed guidance this year on how gov- 
ernment and industry partners will comply with the Modular 
Open Systems Architecture, which outlines design principles 
and interface characteristics allowing for modular hardware 
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and software components to be removed and replaced easily, 
as needed. Compliance also is progressing with the VICTORY 
effort, in which the standards are aimed at commonality in 
electronic interfaces between vehicles and their systems for 
communications and electronic warfare. VICTORY, which 
stands for "Vehicle Integration for C4ISR/EW [Communica- 
tions, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance/ 
Electronic Warfare] Interoperability," is replacing the "bolt-on" 
approach to fielding equipment on Army vehicles with a more 
strategic, open architecture approach that makes upgrades 
easier and more cost effective. Now transitioning into several 
platforms across the Army's vehicle fleet, the VICTORY ar- 
chitecture will improve integrated situational awareness for 
mounted soldiers while saving significant space, weight and 
power. 

Standards for software also are moving forward with the 
phased implementation of the Common Operating Environ- 
ment (COE). Reaching from mobile handhelds to the tactical 
cloud, the COE transforms how soldiers can access and share 
information on the battlefield. Not only does it provide a con- 
sistent user experience across different systems and devices- 
much like what soldiers see on their own smartphones, tablets 
and laptops at home—the COE also simplifies the way soldiers 
share information across systems and echelons. For example, 
the task of moving graphics from brigade to battalion to com- 
pany down to a platoon leader previously required crossing 
at least three different systems, all with different designs and 
standards. That forces units to create workarounds that are 
often time-consuming and prone to user error. With the COE's 
"system of systems" interoperability standards, those barriers 
between echelons are eliminated, enabling a more seamless 
flow of information. 

While the COE requires the Army to invest in improved infra- 
structure—such as high-performing servers that can do the 
work previously performed by multiple machines—the overall 
hardware footprint will significantly decrease as stovepiped 
mission command systems are replaced by integrated web 
applications. These apps will share the same map engine, chat 
function, and secure underlying data, decreasing training time 
for soldiers while increasing agility for an expeditionary force. 
Consolidating existing capabilities as part of the COE will also 
lead to efficiencies in testing, fielding and sustainment. 

To encourage competition and innovation, the COE provides 
software development kits enabling industry and other third 
parties to contribute new tactical applications to the standard 
baseline. Using the BBP framework, the Army is examining 
different methods to create a competitive contracting envi- 
ronment that will allow us to quickly procure and insert these 
technologies as needed to meet evolving missions. 

Conclusion 
The advantages of leveraging commercial technology are 
obvious: The Army spends less on development and gets 
capabilities to the field faster. Doing that smartly—so we 
safeguard security, promote competition and ensure "plug 
and play" interoperability among evolving technologies—is 
more complicated. 

With BBP as the foundation, we are moving forward with an 
adaptive, standards-based approach that will affordably ad- 
dress emerging threats and drive innovation to sustain tech- 
nological dominance—today and into the future. «2 

The author can be contacted at kevin.m.fahey2.civ (tmail.mil 
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The Challenge of Technological Superiority 
Alan Shaffer 
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For more than 25 years, the United States has had a domi- 

nant military advantage over any potential adversary. The 

underpinning of that advantage was the superior platforms 

and systems enabled by our technology. The technological 

superiority of the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) is at the 
greatest risk in recent history, and this erosion occurs while ideo- 
logical, economic, political, military and technological threasts pro- 
liferate to national and international security. Future engagements 
will require greater technological capability to operate in what I 

call the "commons": electronic warfare; missile defense; precision, 

navigation and timing; intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance; 
integrated air defense; cyber; and weapons of mass destruction. 

We are in a competition, and must do everything possible to get the best product 

from our research and development (R&D) program. Better Buying Power (BBP) 

3.0 introduces initiatives to identify new investments, maximize output from 

our laboratories, increase our access to commercial and non-U.S. technology, 

enhance the linkage to industrial R&D (IRAD), and increase open systems to 

make modern technology more accessible. BBP 3.0 also is in direct support to 

the Defense Innovation Initiative (DM). Former Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel 

launched the Dll with a goal of identifying new and innovative technologies 

that will be agile, flexible and ready to confront and defeat aggression from 

any adversary anytime, anywhere—with a smaller and leaner force structure. 

The DoD has employed such "offset strategies" in the past to compensate for 

other challenges to national security. Our ability to obstruct, alter or move the 

playing field to take advantage of our strengths has given us the finest and 

strongest military capabilr.ies in the world, to both protect and defend our na- 

tion and its all'es and partners. The DoD is defining a new offset strategy to 

identify or devise new, high-payoff enabling technologies—unconstrained by 

current inventory—that will shape the trajectory of "technological superiority" 

and future ma:eriel investments. The goal of this offset strategy is to create 

disruptive, enhanced and enduring operational advantages over potential ad- 

versaries at a time of constrained resources. 

Research and Engineering (R&E) will play a pivotal role in addressing these 

current and future risks and the DoD R&E Enterprise is adapting to meet the 

challenge. Under the auspices of BBP—which recognizes that the DoD no longer 

has exclusive access to the most cutting-edge technology—the DoD R&E Enter- 

prise seeks affordable innovation, reduced barriers to entry for non-traditional 

performers, and the application of critical thinking and new approaches to find- 

ing and developing new technologies, new capabilities and new advantages for 

our warfighters. 

Defense Innovation Initiative 
The Dl I was launched to harness the brightest minds inside and outside the DoD 

to identify current and emerging technologies, or projections of technology- 

enabled operational concepts. The goal is to accelerate the critical thinking, 

technical excellence and the business practices to support them that will allow 

us to improve our "speed to market" in the following areas: People, Wargaming, 

Shaffer is the Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering 
(PD ASD[R&E]). 

For decades, U.S. global power projection 

has relied on the ships, planes, submarines, 

bases, aircraft carriers, satellites, networks, 

and other advanced capabilities that com- 

prise our military's unrivaled technological 

edge. But today that superiority is being 

challenged in unprecedented ways. 

\dvanced military technologies, from rock- 

ets and drones to chemical and biological 

capabilities, have found their way into the 

arsenals of both non-state actors as well as 

previously less capable militaries. And other 

nations—among them Russia, China, Iran, 

and North Korea—have been pursuing long- 

term, comprehensive military moderniza- 

tion programs to close the technology gap 

that has long existed between them and the 

United States. 

A return to sequestration in fiscal year 

Z016 would affect all aspects of the de- 

aartment, but not all equally. More than 

Dne-third of the fiscal year 2015 cuts would 

come have to come from Operations and 

Maintenance accounts, with unavoidable 

reductions in readiness and our ability to 

shape world events in America's interest. 

Let me put this more plainly: Allowing se- 

cuestration to return would deprive our 

t'oops of what they need to accomplish their 

missions. Approximately half of the cuts 

would have to come from the department's 

modernization accounts, undermining our 
efforts to secure technological superiority 

far U.S. forces in future conflicts. 

Sequestration would put a hold on critical 

programs like our Aerospace Innovation 

Initiative, the Next Generation Adaptive 

Engine, the Ground-Based Interceptor mis- 

sile defense kill vehicle redesign, and several 

space control efforts. 

— Secretary of Defense Ashton Carter 
Statement to the Senate Armed Services 

Committee, 

March 3, 2015 
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DoD Research and 
Engineering Enterprise 

•    Military departments 
•    Service laboratories 
■    DoD Laboratories and Product Centers 
•    Defense agencies 

— Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
— Defense Threat Reduction Agency 
— Missile Defense Agency 
Other federal government laboratories 
Federally Funded Research and Development Centers 
University-affiliated research centers 
United States and allied universities 
Allied and partner government laboratories 
Industrial base 

Ne,v Operational Concepts, Business Practices, and a Long- 
Rarge Research and Development Program Plan (LRRCPP). 

Long-JJonge Research and 
jDefelppmenf Program Plan 
Ths LRRDPP is a focused, concentrated effort modeled on an 
effort in the 1970s when the LRRDPP gave the DoD stealth. 
Prompt Global Strike, precision munitions and night vision. We 
deE gned the current LRRDPP to reach across, and ojtside, 
the DoD Enterprise to examine new concepts, systems and 
technologies that could provide meaningful military advan- 
tage for the next 10 to 15 years. We are casting a wide net, 
encouraging new ideas from across the DoD R&E Enterprise 
(Components, Agencies, Federally Funded Research ard De- 
velopment Centers, Multidisciplinary University Research 
Inifatives, Universities, Labs, Industrial Base) and from non- 
traditional performers (small- to medium-sized businesses, 
enrepreneurs, academics, researchers, associations think 
ta"i.<s—and the general public). 

LRRDPP is helping us to expand our R&E Enterprise. We 
posted a Request for Proposals asking the R&E commu- 
nity, and beyond, to share with us its ideas; to help us think 
through the technologically enabled systems and architec- 
tures that will identify opportunities for enduring defense 
innovation. We want to know what we should be doing now 
to ensure these initiatives achieve maximum traction in our 
system, that institutional barriers are overcome, and that 
DoD rapidly integrates these new concepts and capabilities 
to improve its effectiveness. 

We're looking for technologies that can be moved into devel- 
opment programs within the next five years. Those companies 
or individuals with ideas can submit them into the LRRDPP 
portal on the Defense Innovation Marketplace (see http:// 
www.defenseinnovationmarketplace.mil/LRRDPP.html). 

So far, more than 300 "ideas" have been submitted. Emerging 
themes surround the use of autonomy, range and quantities at 
cost (the disaggregation of complex systems into smaller, less 
expensive systems that can be flexibly combined and fielded 
in greater numbers). 

The LRRDPP team consists of five small, AGILE teams of 
government technologists to identify critical technologies 
and drive materiel concepts with the potential to contribute 
to our technology offset strategy. The teams will consider all 
responses, and a report is scheduled in 2015, just in time to 
allow adjustments in the fiscal year 2017 budget submission. 

Even as we drive toward "open" systems architectures—inte- 
grating commercial, university, laboratory and international 
researchers and research into our future programs—we must 
strengthen protections for unclassified Controlled Technical 
Information in both the government and industrial base. We 
must acknowledge that our research and production base will 
be expanding beyond our traditional performers in the future. 
This expanded use of commercial technology may require 
policy and regulatory changes. 

Many of the technologies the DoD will depend on ir future 
w come from outside the DoD. Today, much of the new- 
es: and "coolest" technology is driven by the fast-paced and 
ever-evolving needs, appetites and volume of the commercial 
marketplace—not from a requirements system coupled to a 
structured acquisition process that moves slowly. Commer- 
cial technology turns over in 18 months in some sectors. The 
DoD needs to allow integration of fast moving sectors—BBP 
3.0 addresses some of these. We need to attract, and hold, 
the attention and R&D focus of the commercial secor. The 
DcD needs to remove barriers to entry and speed time to 
rr srket for the innovations it requires now and in the future. 
We must identify relatively mature technologies trat can 
be applied in novel or unique ways; emerging technologies 
that can be rapidly matured to offer military capabilities; and 
non-defense technologies that can be repurposed ;o meet 
ojr emerging needs. 

We must scan the commercial sector to identify and cap- 
ture emerging and disruptive technologies, and develop new 
tools to allow accelerated development, transition to, and 
incorporation by, the DoD. What new devices can we em- 
ploy? Consortia, such as the Spectrum Consortia initiated 
in 2014? Social Media Tools? Market Research Centers of 
Excellence (MARCO)? Can we speed development and buy 
down risk through expanded use of pilots? Demonstrations? 
Prototyping? In short, BBP pilots the concepts to identify new 
technologies with high potential, addresses our outreach to 
all sectors of the technology enterprise, looks to enhance 
the application of 1RAD and Small Business programs, and 
focuses on maintaining our technological superiority—a goal 
we all can support. ® 

The author can be cantacted at osd.pentagon.ousd-atl.mbx.asd-r-e c 
mail.mil. 
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Removing 
Bureaucracy 

Katharina G. McFarland 

once managed a new start program to deliver a revolutionary warf ighting capability in Battlefield 
Management/Command ard Contro . _he Service sponsor was very engaged and supportive 

of tie new p'ogram's requirements, however, when we did the cost estimate, it was clear that 

the cost would break the threshold of an Acquisition Category (ACAT) I program. 

The comptroller then added a significant cost for "oversght" to the bottom line. Suddenly, senior involvement 
frorr all of the Se'vice warf ghting areas came together :o scrub the program requirements due to concern over 
the ' b jreaucracy" and external oversight the program would bear. The general opinion was that this oversight 
brought no value, created enormous inefficiencies and crave the program into ineffectiveness by extending the 
time to field. The'e was even a concerted attempt to find a means to recuce the program cost through content 
reduction in ordet to avoid designation as ACAT I 

We should not ha ^e such a burdensome processtnat people are willing to redjce capability to avoid it. The recent 
release of Department of Defense Instruction (CoDI) 5000.02 repeatedly emphasizes tailoring to reduce unneces- 
sary reviews and dccumentation, and the Better Buying Power (BBP) initiatives 1.0,2.0 and now 3.0 have a section 
titled "Eliminate Unproductive Processes and Bureaucracy" that focuses on reducing cycle time, staffing time and 
a I forms of inefficiencies. This includes review cftnose burdens that Congress, industry and we ha*/e put in place 

McFarland is Assistoit Secretary of Defense for Acquisiticn. 
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over time on the acquisition process. This review must happen 
at all levels of the organization and involves reaching out to 
other areas such as requirements development, intelligence 
integration, comptroller processes and Service staff review and 
influence. Any and all inefficiencies translate to some form of 
cost, and we owe taxpayers, ourselves and our warfighters 
the most efficient use of public funds... particularly given such 
uncertainties as sequestration and declining budgets. 

We all know there are reasons for the processes and oversight. 
The Department of Defense (DoD) executes a large spend- 
ing of taxpayers' dollars and must provide transparency that 
reflects proper management of that spending to Congress 
and the general public. Congress established dollar thresholds 
identifying the levels of oversight for programmatic spending 
in accord with its goals. These goals are not just for providing 

(DAG) to assist in determining where streamlining opportuni- 
ties exist, the team must understand that the DAG does not 
supersede the DoDI 5000.02 direction, but it is a guideline for 
understanding. DODI 5000.02 Table 2, found in Enclosure 1, 
shows what milestone requirements are statutory, regulatory 
or policy. This allows a quick assessment of where tailoring can 
be done. (See the Table, pp. 47-58 in the PDF at http://www. 
acq.osd.mil/fo/docs/500002.) 

After using tailoring to determine which documentation is ap- 
propriate and required for a particular program, the next step 
is to use tailoring to streamline the content of that documenta- 
tion. This requires support and judgment from staff members 
who participate in creating and approving it. Of course, if these 
people are not trained to put content before format, the PM 
team's tailoring will not succeed. In order for staff members to 

The PM understands why the investment and capability she 

is held responsible for draws this attention. But what she 

wants, and the taxpayer deserves, is a meaningful, simplified 

and efficient way to be held accountable. 

national security means, but also address constituency con- 
cerns. A long list of various statutes, regulations and policy 
has been imposed on acquisition based on these goals (small 
business. Buy America, etc.). There also are statutes and regu- 
lations put into effect in an effort to prevent previous program 
"failures" from recurring. In both cases, the implementation 
and value of these measures must be assessed continually on 
how they impact the delivery of capability to the warfighter. 

Let's go back to the above example. The program manager 
(PM) thinks of all the documents, briefs and related time 
delays her program will have due to the larger community 
of stakeholders for which she now is held accountable, dis- 
tracting from her actual management of the program. She 
understands why the investment and capability she is held 
responsible for draws this attention. But what she wants, and 
the taxpayer deserves, is a meaningful, simplified and efficient 
way to be held accountable. 

Let's examine an example on how to reduce unnecessary bur- 
den in the above new-start program. DoDI 5000.02 directs 
the PM to tailor her products and reviews to her program. All 
programs do not require all the same documentation. Corro- 
sion Protection is not required for software, nor is the Ginger- 
Cohen Act required for a tent. So the PM should sit down with 
her team and establish the right set of documentation and the 
reason for it. When reviewing the Defense Acquisition Guidebook 

know what content is important, they need to spend time to 
really understand the program and not rely on demanding late- 
game explanations from the PM and her team. Senior leader- 
ship needs to provide clear guidance to all stakeholders that 
tailoring is not only accepted but demanded. 

Tailoring also should extend to the approval process. Staff 
should be provided access to learn and provide comment, 
but the number of people with the ability to stop progress on 
document creation and approval should be limited by the Se- 
nior Acquisition Executive (SAE) and the Defense Acquisition 
Executive (DAE) to those who are held personally accountable 
for the program's success or failure. Tailoring is intended to 
result in preparation of a basic set of management plans, tools 
and data that are fundamental to effective program manage- 
ment and that facilitate program transparency. It also means 
that regulatory requirements that are not needed to manage 
the program should aggressively be "tailored out." 

Automation can help. Another example, started this past 
year, is automating the documentation review by Service 
and Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) staff through 
use of an electronic coordination tool (ECT). The new ECT 
pilot has OSD and staff review of a document occur elec- 
tronically at the same time and on a specified schedule, 
rather than have the Service staff review and the SAE sign 
documents prior to OSD staff review. The SAE then obtains 
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the redlined document with comments from the PM. The 
SAE can accept or revisit the PM's document and resolution 
of comments on their merits and then sign. The redlined 
document, with the final comment reconciliation matrix, 
is then placed back on ECT for a short final review before 
going to the DAE. Staff review has been reduced to less than 
two months on average, where we previously had examples 
of documents taking two years to get to DAE signature. The 
automated process errphasizes the SAE and DAE, saving 
the PM from frustrating redundant staff review and allow- 
ing her to focus on answering the final decision maker's 
concerns. One lesson learned, however, is that this process 
should not replace telephoning or exchanging emails if there 
is confusion over the comments provided. 

These thoughts are focused on the PM, but what about re- 
ducing the bureaucratic burden on industry? I recently con- 
ducted a pilot review with a set of small, medium and large 
defense industry partners to assess what could be done to 
reduce the burden on industry. Our efforts resulted in in- 
vestigating a set of business systems processes and con- 
tracting methods. After approximately one year's effort by 
two dedicated government/Federally Funded Research and 
Development Center (FFRDC) people, we were able to rec- 
ommend changes in Federal Acquisition Regulations that 
will reduce cycle time. Earned Value Management changes 
that will reduce manning and save millions, and guidance 
that will ensure consistency of business practices across the 
enterprise.That consistency will reduce rework and simplify 
business systems. We are realigning 50 people to other high- 
priority tasks in the Defense Contract Management Agency, 
and industry forecasts indicate this will provide millions of 
dollars of cost avoidance. 

My final example is our legislative proposal efforts. A Ser- 
vice/OSD team reviewed documentation and processes and 
noted possible improvements. The Acquisition Strategy, a liv- 
ing document, was proposed to replace many of our current 
required milestone documents and certifications in order to 
eliminate redundancy. The initiatives submitted were de- 
signed to streamline, revise or eliminate submissions in the 
following areas: Milestone Decision authority, contract type 
selection. Manpower Estimates, Life-Cycle Management, 
Product Support, Risk Management, and Defense Business 
Systems. Our working relationship with Congress on these 
proposals has led to the recent draft "Acquisition Reform" 
proposal from Texas Rep. Mac Thornberry that includes 
many of our recommended ideas. 

But these efforts are just a few examples of what has been 
done. BBP 3.0 has more planned in documentation review, 
DAG updating, streamlining of documents and removing bur- 
dens from Industry. Everyone can help. Let us know your ideas 
at the Defense Acquisition University. Please send your com- 
ments through the email address below. £J 

The author can be contacted through richard.e.hoeferkamp.civd mail.mil. 

ACQUIPEDIA 
ACQUISITION 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 
COMMON TERMS 

An online encyclopedia that 
provides the acquisition workforce 
with quick access to information 
on common acquisition topics and 
terms. 

Online articles provide just what 
you need to know in a succinct and 
digestible format: 
• Definitions and narratives 
• Links to related policy, guidance, lessons 

learned, tools, communities, training, and 
other resources 

Your refere 
tool for acq 
topics 
• Quick 
• Concise 
• High-value 

content 

• Searchable 
• Available 

24/7—when 
and where 
you need it 

nee 

HTTPS://DAP.DAU.MIL/ACQUIPEDIA 
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strarsg, r&sponsive and neaitfiy industrial base Is critical to our national security and 
provides access to the world's best products, most innovative technologies and cutting- 

edge capabilities that have kept the United States military ahead of its adversaries for 
more than a half-century. 

Industry is the cornerstone to maintaining this technology super.ority and the freedom we enjoy 
as a result of it. By making forward-leaning research and development (R&D) Investments and attracting tfie 
brightest and most innovative companies to serve and protect our nationa- security, we have been able to win 
conflicts, deter conflicts and support humanitarian crises across the world. While our nation still enjoys the 
strongest, most advanced military, our competitive edge has narrowed and in some areas has been surpassed. 
The time to act to reverse this trend is now, and the Department of Defense's CDoD) Better Buying Power (BBP) 
3.0 initiatives seek to do so by achieving dominant capabilities through technical excellence and innovation. 
These efforts will maintain our nation's status as the world's dominant player in technology innovation, manu- 
facturing and industrial base capability. 

The road to maintaining U.S. technological superiority has several challenges. Outsourcing of key technologies 
and a lack of innovation in manufacturing processes over the last several decades have eroded industrial capabili- 
ties here at home. Reductions in defense spending lead to declining critical investments across several sectors 

Gudger is Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense Manufacturing and Industrial Base ralicy. 
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where maintaining design, build and manufacturing skills are 
important for the future. Additionally, as much of our work- 
force approaches retirement, the DoD and industry face a 
significant challenge in attracting our best and brightest into 
the national security space when we compete with the likes of 
commercial companies, which are hiring the next generation 
of sharp, technology-literate professionals. Last but not least, 
advancements in manufacturing have slowed in direct cor- 
relation with decreasing numbers of graduates with science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) degrees. 
And, while all this happened here at home, the world caught 
up with or overtook us in several key areas. 

Now more than ever, the DoD and the industrial base must 
work together and make -.he best business deal to benefit the 
taxpayer, allow for reasonable profit and provide the solutions 
we need to address our national security challenges. Revital- 
izing technology innovation must be at the forefront of this 
strategy in order to answer President Obama's call to action 
when he said in his 2010 National Security Strategy, "Sim- 
ply put, we must see American innovation as a foundation of 
American power." We can accomplish this if we operate under 
the tenets of making the right investments, fostering innova- 
tion in government and industry, and reducing the barriers to 
doing business with the DoD. 

Commercial technologies in programs: One focus of BBP 
3.0 that can have tremendous impact on defense technol- 
ogy innovation is doing a better job of integrating commer- 
cial technologies into programs. Anyone who bought a new 
iPhone 5 in 2013 and now suffers from iPhone 6 envy can tell 
you that commercial products not only turn over quickly but 
become progressively mere affordable. Any soldier using an 
outdated GPS system or sailor replacing 1,000-feet-long fiber 
optic cables, instead of one malfunctioning foot, will tell you 
they wish they could say the same for products coming out of 
the Defense Industrial Base (DIB). When we buy products in 
our private lives, we expect the best product at the cheapest 
price and to buy the next greatest product the following year 
at an even lower price. This is the mindset we need to instill in 
government and the defense industry, but that cannot happen 
if we do not find a faster and more efficient way to contract 
with industry for these commercial technologies. 

The good news is that we see a dynamic marketplace and the 
need to engage with it differently. We know that the nature 
of conflict is changing and that it is risky not to change with 
it. Just as we developed and employed GPS, stealth, precision 
weapons and other force-multiplying capabilities in the 1980s 
and 1990s, we must do the same today for game-changing ca- 
pabilities whose potential lies dormant within the DIB. We see 
many emerging technologies like advanced and longer-range 
weapons, situational awareness tools and applications, au- 
tonomy and robotics that we need to harness and fully develop 
for DoD missions. With this type of guidance well-articulated 
in BBP, the DoD is acting to develop and deploy the capabilities 
to meet future challenges. 

One way the DoD is tackling these challenges is by diversifying 
who we consider to be part of the industrial base. When the 
term "Defense Industrial Base" is used, entrepreneurs, inven- 
tors and other nontraditional suppliers do not immediately 
come to mind. But including more nontraditional suppliers in 
the DIB will drive the development of innovative products that 
can rreet our future requirements. The challenge is to devise 
the right policies, programs and business incentives to attract 
these players who have products and technologies we need 
but who would never consider doing business with the federal 
government because of the bureaucracy and red tape. Where 
appropriate, we need to remove inefficient policy that keeps 
the DoD from getting the best possible business deal. 

The DoD has made some headway in addressing this area. 
Through the Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Pro- 
gram, the DoD awards more than $1 billion per year to innova- 
tive snail companies, with 25 percent of Phase One awards 
going to new entrants. This means that every four years we 
turn over our SBIR awards to new entrants, which has led to 
historically high commercialization rates for SBIR technolo- 
gies in the government and private sector. We also established 
the Rapid Innovation Fund, which provides a rapid acquisition 
process to bring into the DoD innovative technologies that 
can be fielded into theater in support of the warfighter. Every 
year, through this program, the DoD invests $225 million in 
products developed almost completely by small innovative 
businesses. We cannot predict innovation, but we can predict 
the things that cause it. That is why we need an open channel 
to industry that allows the DoD to pull the best ideas from 
inventors and entrepreneurs and to push our most complex 
challenges to them to find solutions. 

Another frontier for developing cutting-edge manufacturing 
technology is through the National Network for Manufacturing 
Innovation (NNMI). This network of manufacturing institutes 
consists of public-private partnerships through a cooperative 
agreement in a one-to-one cost share with the government, 
which reduces barriers to rapid and efficient development and 
commercialization of new manufacturing technology, includ- 
ing manufacturing cybersecurity. 

Through these public-private partnerships, the DoD, industry, 
universities and other federal agencies are establishing insti- 
tutes that will develop, refine and expand production of pio- 
neering capabilities. These technologies are in sectors ranging 
from additive manufacturing to development of lightweight 
metal technologies. The institutes not only will develop prod- 
ucts and processes in the short term but ultimately will rein- 
vigorate our industrial commons, provide a multidisciplinary 
link between manufacturing, design innovation, the education 
system and industry—which will lead to jobs and prosperity 
in America. 

Today product designs are collaborated on within the cloud, 
rendered in a digital environment, virtually tested and certified 
and seamlessly manufactured throughout the supply chain. 
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Our Digital Manufacturing and Design Innovation Institute 
is developing technology innovations in this arena by focus- 
ing on the "digital thread," which provides a way for digital 
information to securely flow across the life cycle of a manu- 
factured product. This includes suppliers, customers, smart 
machines, and workers on the manufacturing floor. These in- 
vestments are extremely important because innovation also 
occurs on the assembly line during the build phase, making 
modern manufacturing capabilities and mass production the 
principles that will allow our products to be competitive in the 
global marketplace 

In its quest to modernize and sustain a healthy industrial 
base, the DoDalso is looking outside our borders for the best 
solutions. Working with our allies, we are constantly looking 
for opportunities to leverage global commercial technologies, 
promote co-development of critical technologies, leverage 
research-and-development dollars through joint research, 
and encourage joint ventures between American and inter- 
national companies where appropriate. As globalization and 
interconnected economies make the world smaller, working 
closer with our allies allows us to use our resources more 
efficiently, sustain our existing industrial capabilities and 
work across the world to maintain peace and stability while 
developing the greatest technologies. 

The future of our workforce also is critically important. Inno- 
vation is related not only to technology but also to people, in 
terms of how they understand and perform their jobs and how 
we attract the best talent. An underlying theme in and critical 
prerequisite for asserting American technical dominance is a 
highly skilled talent pool capable of meeting the DoD's current 
requirements, future goals and contingency plans. A major 
component of this is developing people with backgrounds in 
STEM. Approximately 45 percent of the federal government's 
scientists and engineers work in the DoD, which demonstrates 
the critical need for these skill sets. Because DoD is a key cus- 
tomer of STEM-generated products, it has a responsibility to 
contribute to developing STEM-literate individuals and grow- 
ing and maintaining that talent pool. STEM talent must be de- 
veloped from the bottom up, including outreach to and access 
for underrepresented communities and availability of STEM 
education for Service members and their families. 

Overall, if we want the benefits of an efficient and effective 
workforce, we need the innovative next generation of profes- 
sionals to be a part of it. Right now, many of our most tal- 
ented engineers, software developers and scientists are not 
coming to work for the DoD or its industrial base; rather they 
go to work in the commercial industry for companies such 
as Facebook, Google and Tesla. This happens for a variety of 
reasons, including the government's work environment and 
hiring practices and the type of forward-leaning thinking that 
can be found in places like Silicon Valley. The reality is that the 
federal government cannot compete with the commercial sec- 
tor for this motivated pool of talent. We must find a way to use 

flexible hiring authorities to bring on the talent we need and to 
create an environment that does not stifle creative thinking. 

There also is much that can be done within the DoD's acquisi- 
tion workforce. The DoD has developed workforce training to 
increase professionalism and creative thinking and it is utiliz- 
ing flexible contracting authorities to help acquire expertise to 
meet all of its requirements. In order to identify current and 
future suppliers with the capabilities we need, the acquisition 
workforce must perform targeted, insightful market research 
powered by advanced business intelligence. To enable effec- 
tive market research and identification of our most critical 
suppliers and fragile sectors, the DoD, for the first time, is 
deploying business intelligence tools utilizing big data prin- 
ciples to allow its workforce to leverage the latest technologies 
and analysis techniques. This will promote more competition 
and key investment in areas where the DoD must maintain 
industrial capability. Lastly, DoD created the website business. 
defense.gov as a one-stop shop for industry and the acquisi- 
tion workforce, to serve as a portal at the intersection between 
business and defense inside the DoD. 

Ultimately, none of this can be achieved without a dynamic 
partnership with industry. The DoD continues talking to indus- 
try, communicating our vision for the future, to facilitate the 
best business decisions that align industry's goals with DoD's 
objectives. As the DoD looks inward to address its challenges, 
it is equally important for the DIB to play its role in driving 
innovation and developing cutting-edge products. Industry 
should use its reimbursed and independent R&D dollars to 
make real investments in its businesses' future. Using these re- 
sources for bid and proposal activities or to keep idle teams on 
standby is not in the best interest of the DoD or shareholders 
who would like to see a growing, vibrant defense industry. The 
DoD wants to see tangible investments and an understand- 
ing that innovation requires more than just acquiring new or 
novel businesses that already have developed an innovative 
technology or product. Both traditional and nontraditional sup- 
pliers should align their visions with that of the DoD as it shifts 
toward achieving dominant capabilities through innovation 
and technical excellence. 

Modernizing the DIB: To ensure that our nation maintains its 
strategic industrial capabilities, modernizing the DIB is one of 
this century's greatest national security challenges. How we 
approach these challenges will determine the strength of our 
military, the resilience of our economy, and our place in the 
community of nations for the next several decades. Failure is 
not an option; we can meet this challenge through coopera- 
tion and partnership. There is no silver-bullet solution. But if 
we invest in the right areas, innovate new technologies and 
inspire our brightest minds to enter national security-related 
fields, our nation will continue to lead the world and support 
maintaining peace and stability for decades to come.        ® 

The author can be contacted at andre.j.gijdger.civ@mail.mil. 
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Caning the Technical 
-a Key Enabler 

Agility as the Counterweight 
; \to Uncertainty and Change 

"4 E 3 

William A. LaPlante, Ph.D. 

Tie basic acquisition environment involves constant change. Tne threat to United States 

itarests is going to change, technology is going to change and warfighters will discover 
different ways to use their equipment. In order for weapon systems to accommodate 
:hese certain yet—in specific terms—often unpredicted future changes, we must design 

systems up front to be constantly modified, perhaps in ways that we may not be able 

to anticipate now but will discover in the future. This fundamentally means we must embrace 

adaptability as a basic precept for how we develop, procure and sustain our weapons systems to 

be effective for the warfighter over their life cycles. 

The unde'lvhg rretric fo:' such agility and adaptability is speed. When we can develop and'field capabilities 
fast, we mus: do so. Furtnermore, agility and adaptability can be enabled by designing systems with modularity, 
well-designed stancards and open-system architectures and protocols. Developing systems :his way allows the 

LaPlante ;s :h€ Assistort Secretory cf the Air Force (Acquisition), Dr. LoPlonte oversees o research end development, test, production and 
modernizotisr, orogrcm pcrtfolio of more thon $32 billion onnuolly, He olso is responsible for development ond execution of policies ond 
procedures ,n support of the Air Force ocquisiticn system. He hos more thon 29 yeors of experience in defense technclogy including positions 
ot the MITRE Cjrporcticn ond the Johns Hookins University Applied Physics Loborotory. He holds a cactarate in mechonicol engineering. 
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rapid insertion ot technology breakrhroughs or new ca- 
pabilities to address threat changes. We also rrust con- 
tinuously prototyoe and experiment and bring together 
warfighter expers, analysts and te:hnologis"s to learn 
what works, what doesn't work ard, most important, 
to innovate. These things are what v/e emphasize in 
the Air Force and with our colleagues in the Depart- 
ment of Defense '.DoD), industry and acadetr ia. These 
approaches are embedded in all five of our A'r Force 
acquisition priorr.ies: 

• Get the high-pr'ority programs right and keep them 
on track. 

• Improve relationships and transparency with stake- 
holders. 

• Own the technical baseline for Important pro- 
grams. 

• Build on "Better Buying Power" (BBP.) to improve 
business acumen and small business to ach eve best 
program outccnes. 

■ Build to the long-term strategy—resTercy to peer 
competitor—and experiment and innovate. 

This article Highlights priority No. 3 "Own the Technical 
Baseline "'or important progrems." Owning the techni- 
cal baseline is essential to ou' future and t means the 
government program team, independent of the prime 
contractcr, can make proper decis ons to acnieve suc- 
cessful acquisition outcomes. Examples incLde: 

• Deep understanding of system and sub-system 
designs and architectures 

• Ability :o conduct end-to-end performance models 
of the s/stem combined with a continuo JS technical 
effort to update and validate system modeis, using 
testing and engineering data 

• Abiliti' to continually assess and nnitigate system's 
cyber vulnerabilities 

■ Ability to understand and actively mitigate technol- 
ogy and system integration risks 
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Additional Reading/References 

America's Air Force; A Call to the Future (http:,//airman. 
dodlive.mil/fiies/2014/07/AF_30_Year_St-ategy_2. 
pdf) 

Enhancing Adaptability of U.S. Military Forces (htlp:// 
www.acq.osd.mil/dsb/reports/EnhancingAdapta^ili- 
tyOfUSMilitaryForcesB.pdf) 

Driving in the Dark: Ten Propositions Aoou: Prediction 
and National Security (http://www.cnas.org/files/dcc- 
uments/publications/CN AS_Prediction_Danzig.pdf) 

Development Planning: A Strategic Approach to 
Future Air Force Capabilities (http://www.nap.ed„/ 
catalog/"l897Vdevelopment-planning-a-strategic- 
approach-to-future-air-force-capabilities) 

Performance of the Defense Acquisition System 2014 
Annual Report (http://www.acq.osd.mil/fo/doc^' 
Performance-of-Defense-Acquisition-System-2014.pdf) 

■ Quantitative understanding of how related legacy systems 
or the system being upgraded is used and how it perorms 
operationally (e.g., reliability/availabilhy, key performance 
metrics, etc.) 

■ Access to competent test designers and planners and the 
ability to competently conduct post-test analysis 

■ Ownership and active management of integratec master 
schedules and, as needed, software schedules 

• Establishment and maintenance of open interface stan- 
dards, with the ability of the government program office to 
compete block upgrades to the system 

In some v/ays, our emphasis on owning the technica baseline 
seeks to overcome the residual undesirable effects of the ac- 
quisition workforce downsizing during the 1990s "ccquisition 
reform" era. In those days, there was significant outsourcing 
of government capabilities and decision making to the prime 
contractor with a "thin" government program office. With the 
rejuvenation of the acquisition workforce over the last five 
years, enabled by programs such as the Defense Acquisition 
Workforce Development Fund, owning the technical baseline 
allows us to raise the bar to a higher level with a focus on a 
collaborative relationship in which the goverrmert end the 
prime contractor together own the knowledge of the weapon 
system and both entities can competently wor< together and 
with the government functioning as an able anc informed 
customer. We are moving toward the best of all wcrlds—both 
the government and indust'y teams challenging and hold- 
ing each other to the highest standard and getting the right 
acquisition outcomes, 

Recently, I commissioned a National Academies study 
on the subject of "Own the Technical Baseline" to assess 

comprehensively where Air Force program offices are and to 
recommend ways to further expand this initiative (the result- 
ing report was expected to be issued in May 2015). Owning 
the technical baseline also is being piloted across a dozen Air 
Force Major Defense Acquisition Programs, using goals and 
metrics developed collaboratively by the Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of the Air Force for Science, Technology, and Engi- 
neering (SAF/AQR) and Program Executive Office Directors of 
Engineering. Some of the early findings from the participating 
programs indicate there are common skill gaps within the gov- 
ernment program offices in the system reliability, production 
and manufacturing. In addition, a preliminary observation in- 
dicates program offices need to be stood up and staffed earlier 
(years earlier, in some cases) than we traditionally do for new 
starts—essentially begin to own the technical baseline even 
before there is a completed Analysis of Alternatives. 

Our specific approach regarding owning-the-technical-base- 
line implementation begins with each program chief engineer 
performing a self-evaluation of his or her program using a tool 
developed by SAF/AQR. The assessment tool is tailored per 
the program's acquisition phase and has seven areas to be 
reviewed and assessed: system design, interface definition 
and controls, system model, performance data, data rights 
and architecture, cost data and technical risks and/or issues. 
As part of the assessment, workforce needs and skill gaps 
are identified along with mitigation strategies (such as reli- 
ance on Federally Funded Research and Development Centers, 
expert support contractors or matrixed personnel from other 
program offices and laboratories). These gaps fold into the 
workforce rejuvenation effort that is an integral part of the Air 
Force Engineering Enterprise Strategic Plan. This assessment 
will be updated regularly and progress will be measured over 
time as we reclaim the technical baseline in each program. We 
are learning that some programs are very close today to what 
we would consider robustly owning the technical baseline; oth- 
ers must do more work to get there. In either case, we will ex- 
pand this initiative systemically across all Air Force programs 
to make us the smart and effective buyer the warfighter and 
the taxpayer expect us to be. 

As we continue to roll out this initiative, we find the concept 
of owning the technical baseline resonates with the workforce 
and industry. In many ways, it is very much aligned and tightly 
linked with the innovation and technology focus of the most 
recent Better Buying Power 3.0 Achieving Dominant Capabili- 
ties through Technical Excellence and Innovation. Air Force 
program offices must have the technical expertise and the 
tools to understand and own the technical baseline so it can 
effectively manage technical risks and produce the agile and 
adaptable capabilities we desire (e.g., modularity, open sys- 
tems architectures, continuous competition, etc.). In other 
words, we cannot achieve our goals of developing, procuring 
and fielding adaptable and agile capabilities without our gov- 
ernment program offices "owning the technical baseline." ® 

The author can be contacted through william.l.ottati.mil ajmail.mil. 
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BBP^S F' r C I A I    ■    ISSUE 

Improving Tradecraft of Services Acquisition 
Alan Estevez ■ Ken Brennon 

he Department of Defense (DoD) spent more than $156 billion in fiscal year (FY) 2014, 

or more than 55 percent of DoD s total contract obligations, buying contracted services. 
In other worcs, the DoD spen: more money buying contracted services than it spent 

buying major weapons systems in FY 2014. 

However, buying contract se'vices does not have the structured governance and management oversight 
of :he weapon systems acq Jsition process. _ha: is why, since the introduction of Better Buying Power (BBP)' .0 in 
20'0, the DoD has worked to mprove contract se rvices acqu'sition oversight throughout the services life cycle, from 
budgeting, requirements development, contract award and execution, through contract management and closeout. 

The DoD recognizes that zontractors perform vital services in support of the entire DoD mission and team The 
DoD contracts for services :o mainta n our combat equipment, move our forces to and f'om areas of combat 

Estevez is Principal Deputy Unde: Secretary of Defeise zor Acquisition, Technology, ond Logistics (AT&L). Brennan is Deputy Director, 
Se-vices Acquisition (Defense Frocjrement Potky andAccuisition Policy, AT&L). 
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ODerations and provide life support at the contingency 
bases from which they operate, sustain our facilities and 
test ranges, and provide health-care services to members 
of the military and theit families. With tightening budgets, 
and increased rsk, there must be a greater focus on im- 
proving contracted services outcomes. To provide appro- 
priate oversight for such a large component of its budget 
obligations, the DoD is implementing and executing a 
department-wide ove-sight structure for the manage- 
ment of contracted services requirements. This structure 
w.l! strengthen contract management outside the normal 
accuisition chain and expand the capabilities in services 
requirements development and validation, improving 
contracted services and meeting the needs of all service 
requirements owners (customers and warfighters). 

Each successive release of BBP has included a section on 
improving the tradecraft in the acquisition of services. 
For example, BBP1.0 required each military department 
to designate a senior manager to oversee its services 
acquisitions. BBP 2.0 ed to development of the DoD 
Instruction (DoDI) curently in final staffing. 

BBP 3.0 builds on the successes of its predecessors and 
focuses on three areas: Strengthening contract man- 
agement outside the normal acquisition chain—instal- 
latons, etc.; imoroving requirements definition; and 

improving the effectiveness and productivity of con- 
tracted engineering and technical services. The first 
two are carryover initiatives from BBP 2.0 but require 
continued focus until the new DoD Instrucion (DoDI) is 
completed and the military departments begin imple- 
menting the new services acquisition guidance. The final 
focus area was added to ensure that, in its acquisition of 
engineering services, the DoD promotes innovation and 
maintains technological superiority 

The overarching goal as the DoD works to improve the 
acquisition of contracted services is to align require- 
ments (performance) with budget (cost) and schedule, 
resulting in benefit for not only the warfighter but the 
American taxpayer as well. We will do this by facilitating 
improvement in the following three areas: 

1. Service Acquisition Governance: The scheduled 
new DoDI 5000.ac, "Defense Acquisition of Ser- 
vices," will complement the recently issued DoDI 
5000.02, "Operation of the Defense Acquisition 
System" by focusing solely on services. 

2. Portfolio Management: Uniform portfolio groups 
(Knowledge Based Services, Transportation Ser- 
vices, Logistics Management Services, Equipment 
Related Services, Electronics and Communication 
Services, Medical Services, and Facilities Related 
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Services) and Functional Domain Experts (FDEs) for 
each portfolio group provide enterprise-level oversight 
and policy across all DoD agencies within their respec- 
tive portfolios. 
Training and Tools: The DoD is identifying the training 
requirements for both Defense Acquisition Workforce 
Improvement Act (DAWIA) members and non-acquisi- 
tion workforce for services acquisition training (including 
requirements development and oversight training) and 
is dedicated to providing these audiences with multiple 
training options. 

execution to provide the best likelihood for services ac- 
quisition success. See Figure 1. 
Establish Service Categories (S-CATs), thresholds and deci- 
sion authorities to allow appropriate level of oversight given 
overall size (and risk) of services acquisitions. Like major 
systems acquisition, the largest (defined as services acquisi- 
tions with a total value of more than $1 billion) will require 
higher-level reviews along with meeting Component approval 
requirements, but the smaller services acquisitions have over- 
sight lower in the organization to provide maximum flexibility. 
Make services acquisitions "Commander's Business." 
The DoDI requires appropriate management of services 

The overarching goal as the DoD works to improve the acquisition 

of contracted services is to align requirements (performance) with 

budget (cost) and schedule, resulting in benefit for not only the 

warfighter but the American taxpayer as well. 

Improved Services Acquisition Governance 
Most of the acquisition professional community (under 
DAWIA) is defined by its role in major acquisitions of weapon 
systems or information systems and is governed by DoDI 
5000.02. Services acquisition differs in that many of the re- 
quirements, while in support of a larger mission capability, 
exist primarily as stand-alone requirements outside the gov- 
ernance of DoDI 5000.02. In other words, "Anyone with a 
dollar and a willing contracting officer can procure services." 
Therefore, to improve services oversight, without bogging it 
down in unnecessary bureaucracy. Under Secretary of De- 
fense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics (USD[AT&L]) 
Frank Kendall drafted DoDI 5000.ac, titled "Defense Acquisi- 
tion of Services," with issuance scheduled for June 2015. This 
new instruction establishes policy, assigns responsibilities and 
provides general procedures for DoD Components which can 
be tailored to their needs to provide effective and efficient 
management and oversight when acquiring contracted ser- 
vices. As much of the services spending is executed in smaller 
contracts, the DoD wishes to improve its oversight capabilities, 
develop an expert understanding of where services dollars 
are spent, and use the knowledge of services tradecraft to 
make strategic decisions about how to most efficiently meet 
the needs of the warfighter. 

The DoDI SOOO.ac will do the following for management and 
oversight of contracted services: 

• Encourage usingthe Defense Acquisition University (DAU) 
Service Acquisition Process for standardization. This seven 
step, team-focused approach relies on market research, 
requirements definition and strategy development and 

acquisitions and links command structure and acquisi- 
tion approval chains. The oversight function and decision 
authority are linked to the customer/warfighter and the 
acquisition community. 

■ Implement and strengthen the requirements validation 
process by utilizing a Services Requirements Review Board 
(SRRB). The SRRB requires review and approval focusing 
on requirements development, affordability, budget con- 
straints, workforce analysis (military, civilian or contrac- 
tor) and competing priorities as overseen by the command 
structure customer. 

■ Provide flexibility to military departments/defense agencies 
to develop specific procedures based on their own specific 
organizational resources and structure 

Portfolio Management 
Services acquisitions are predominately decentralized. This 
means that each services acquisition recreates the informa- 
tion it needs each time, and the DoD loses the buying power 
of acting as a single buyer. To improve on these two issues, 
the USD(AT&L) appointed senior DoD officials as FDEs for 
specific portfolios (See Figure 2) and tasked each to actively 
oversee the life-cycle process of services acquisition within 
his or her portfolio. This includes forecasting and budgeting, 
requirements definition and validation, active procurement 
management, and oversight of contracted services. Full imple- 
mentation varied among the portfolio groups due to the differ- 
ing nature of the contracted services. The overarching focus 
areas are common to all, including requirements to: 

■ Identify contracted services requirements owners (cus- 
tomers), as well as the amount and appropriateness of 
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Mission 
Requirement 
for Service starts 
the process 

Mission Results 
I.Warfighter 
2. Customer 
3. Taxpayer 

contracted services in the portfolio 
group. Issues to be assessed include 
why certain organizations contract 
for certain services at a different rate 
than elsewhere in the DoD, whether 
(and when) the DoD should contract 
for particular services, and whether 
there is a workforce balance issue 
regarding contracted services, etc. 

■ Develop policy to facilitate appro- 
priate prioritization of contracted 
services requiremen:s for trade-off 
discussions and dec sions. Policies 
should take into account life-cycle 
management of the service require- 
ment, risk, mission impact and work- 
force management. 

■ Identify functional expertise across 
the DoD to identify and export lo- 
calized best practices in the acquisi- 
tion and management of services to 
customers who are not as expert in 
services acquisition. 

■ Develop appropriate metrics and 
goals for actively managing and re- 
porting improvements in services 
acquisition and mission support. 

• Implement standardized processes in services acquisition 
life cycles (from budgeting through execution) to improve 
consistency and to facilitate year-to-year comparisons. 

• Report regularly improvements in cost, schedule, and per- 
formance of contracted services within the portfolio groups. 

Effective strategic management of services is the u timate goal. 
The leadership providec by the portfolio FDEs executing the 
focus areas detailed above will directly contribute to helping 
achieve greater efficiercy and productivity in defense spend- 
ing as detailed in BBP 3.0. 

Training and Tools 
BBP 1.0 and 2.0 rightly noted that services are required and 
overseen by DoD personnel that often are not part of the 
DAWIA acquisition workforce. BBP 3.0 continues the work 
begun under its predecessors by focusing effort on develop- 
ment of all services acquisition stakeholders, not just those 
under DAWIA. The DoD is developing and disseminating 
training products and practical tools via a Services Acquisition 
Functional Integrated Product Team (FIPT) to support service 
acquisitions from requirements development to performance 
assessment. There is special, short-term, focus on method- 
ologies that result in immediate, near-term improvement of 
specific acquisitions. The unique aspect of this FIPT is that the 
targeted workforce is comprised of both statutory DAWIA and 
non-DAWIA personnel. 

A Functional Lead has been appointed by the USD(ATS(L) to 
serve as the senior DoD subject-matter expert for services 

Figure 1. Services Acquisition Process 

I Form 2. Review 
Hie Tsam       Current Slrategy 

EXECUTE 

acquisitions. Differing from DAWIA career field manage- 
ment, the services acquisition Functional Lead is not fo- 
cused on a DAWIA career field or certification, as there is 
none for services acquisition. Instead, the Functional Lead 
is tasked to assess the training and tools needed by person- 
nel often assigned responsibilities relating to acquisitions 
for services but who do not meet criteria for full inclusion 
into the DAWIA workforce. DAWIA and non-DAWIA per- 
sonnel are involved in defining requirements, shaping the 
acquisition decision-making process and overseeing ser- 
vices acquisitions, so the training curricula and tools must 
be available to, and meet the needs of, all who are engaged 
in services acquisition. 

One of the primary challenges for this particular FIPT is to de- 
velop a process to identify personnel with acquisition-related 
responsibilities, especially to those outside the normal acqui- 
sition chain, to ensure they are trained properly to execute 
the duties required to adequately support effective services 
acquisitions. As observed by the Government Accountability 
Office (GAO) in its September 2011 report titled, "Defense 
Acquisition Workforce: Better Identification, Development, 
and Oversight Needed for Personnel Involved in Acquiring 
Services," this population is dispersed throughout the DoD 
and is represented by a variety of career fields. For many, their 
responsibilities for services acquisition are a one-time, sec- 
ondary duty. 

To acdress these requirements for the entire DoD workforce 
engaged in services acquisition, the FIPT is chartered to: 
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figure 2. Functional Domain Expert (FDE)/Portfolio Structure 
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■ Define learning requirements and training sources for 

required skills; determine availability of various training 
methods/media. Given the dispersed nature of the work- 
force, it is expected that virtual learning will be a substan- 
tial component. 

■ Review and maintain currency of training material infor- 
mation on the service acquisition website; share tools, re- 
sources and learning assets. This includes leveraging exist- 
ing material—i.e., "avatar" training videos and continuous 
learning modules from Army and DAU, respectively. 

• Assess and identify training capability gaps, define new re- 
quirements and oversee development of products to elimi- 
nate the gaps. 

■ Serve as a forum and clearinghouse for cross-cutting ini- 
tiatives, lessons learned and issues of mutual interest and 
concern. This is in concert with, yet complementary to, the 
FDE capabilities detailed above. 

■ Provide a means for information and best practice sharing 
across the DoD acquisition of services community involved 
in education, training, development and planning for this 
diverse workforce. Much of the content developed to date 
can be found at the services acquisition webpage at http:// 
www.acq.osd.mil/dpap/sa/index.html. 

The Services Acquisition FIPT has identified some of the tech- 
nical expertise and experience that will play a critical role in 
developing the requirements and documents for future ser- 
vices acquisitions. To provide multiple education and train- 
ing opportunities to the services acquisition workforce (both 
DAWIA and non-DAWIA) the FIPT has partnered with mul- 
tiple providers (including, but not limited to DAU and the U.S. 

Army Logistics University) to provide basic training in require- 
ments development for services acquisition professionals. It is 
expected that the FIPT will continue to build on this capability 
to offer even more service acquisition training to the diverse 
workforce that will benefit from it. 

Conclusion 
In a time of declining budgets and an unrelenting focus on 
savings, the services acquisition environment, with more 
than half of the DoD's contract obligations, will be an area 
where efficiencies and further savings can be realized 
through analysis, oversight and process improvement, im- 
proved training and strategic management. A 10 percent 
savings in services would amount to $15.6 billion that 
could be app'ied to other priorities, including innovation 
in maintaining our technological edge. BBP 3.0 recognizes 
this opportunity and continues the BBP focus on improving 
tradecraft in services acquisition. 

Requirements development, validation, prioritization and ap- 
proval are critical to ensuring we buy only the services we 
need, and at the levels required. Processes, knowledge and 
metrics all wi I contribute to improving services acquisition. 
With the imrrinent issuance of the services acquisition-spe- 
cific DoDI, FDEs oversight, including metrics and goals, and 
improved training and tools from the services acquisition FIPT, 
the DoD continues its improvement in effectively managing 
its services acquisitions for the benefit of the warfighter and 
the American taxpayer. & 

The authors can be contacted through aimee.I.kominiak.miramail.mil. 
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r. Jim Colva-d, a long-time executive and engineering leader in the Department of the 

Navy, once said, "The deployed Navy sleeps on its ordnance, operates far from sup- 
ply lines, and is consequently compelled to understand the techhcal details of its own 

weapors and platforms.' 

For the Navy and Marine Corps, that philosophy informs the way we acquire cur ships, aircraft, armored 
vehicles and weapon systems. In other wcrcs, the Nlavy that "sleeos on its ordnance" is a Navy that must understand 
the technical details of its weapons and platforms long before, and after, industry is contracted to pxduce them. 
That culture and expecta:ion of technical ownership is partly what couples the Navy requirements community 
closely to the Navy acquisition community, and vice versa. 

It is also important to the Department of the Navy to understand how technical requirements drive detc iled design, 
and in turn, drive costs. Today, cost is a requirerrent—on a par with warfighter requirements. In a speech at the 
Eisenhower Presidemial Libra-y in 2010, then De""ense Secretary Robert Gates remarked that, "Without exercis- 
ing real diligence, if nature takes its course, rrajorweapons programs will devolve into pursjingthel mitsof what 
technolcgy will bear without regard to cost or what a real world enemy can do." 

Inarguably, the U.S. Navy and Marine Ccps are equipped wi:h, and will continue to build, the world's mos; 
technologically advanced naval warfighting systems. The inceasing challenge is how to do so at a cost the 
nation can afford. 

In 2009, the Navy modified its acquisition orocess to ensure thsre is no gap between the requirements and ac- 
quisition communities—to ensure, among other reasons, the Navy understands the relationship between require- 
ments, technical feasibility and cost. The modified acquisition process, called "Navy Gate Reviews," requires the 
Navy operational requirements leadership and acquisition leadership to agree, and repeatedly affirm that agreement 
throughout the development, acquisition and sustainment of a system. A misalignment between recuirements 

Stackley is Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Res 3 arc/".. Development and Accuisition. 
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and acquisition can be the most expensive part of a weapons 
system—inducing unnecessary costs associated with rede- 
signs, retests, schedule delays and even cancellation. The 
Navy uses Gate Reviews to eliminate that misalignment early 
in a program, and to check alignment regularly. 

Each "gate" is co-chaired by the Navy's Acquisition Execu- 
tive and the Navy's senior military requirements officer. In all, 
there are six gates. The first three are chaired by the Chief 
of Naval Operations or his senior military requirements of- 
ficer (co-chaired by the Acquisition Executive) and ensure 
that warfighter requirements are well understood and can 
be translated into technical requirements that the acquisition 
community can affordably achieve in the commercial or de- 
fense marketplace. 

Secretary of the Navy for Research, Development and Acquisi- 
tion [ASN(RD&A)]) co-chair a quarterly "Provider Forum" to 
review and align their respective priorities with the SYSCOM 
leadership. The agenda may include items such as workload 
priorities, contracting performance, cost of doing business, 
engineering capacity and performance, maintenance backlog 
priorities or research-and-development priorities and align- 
ment. In each case, the result is Service Chief and Acquisition 
Executive alignment with the Providers. 

A third important element of ensuring, and maintaining, align- 
ment between Navy requirements and acquisition is the role 
of the Principal Military Deputy—a three-star position staffed 
to ASN(RD&A). The Navy has adjusted the responsibilities of 
the Principal Military Deputy to include a direct supporting 

Requirements that are well informed by a thorough assessmen 

technical feasibiHt^and^ realistic cost estiAiaie%reinherently at 

of cost ofHthedule overrun or performance shortfalls -^ wer ns 
T                                                                                      
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The last three gates are chaired by the Navy's Acquisition Ex- 
ecutive (co-chaired by the senior military requirements officer) 
and ensure that the technical specification, statement of work, 
and Request for Proposal (RFP) have accurately translated the 
warfighter's requirements into an acquisition approach that is 
executable, affordable and agreeable across acquisition and 
requirements leadership. 

The Navy's acquisition system relies heavily on in-house 
Navy "Providers" that provide science, engineering, testing, 
contracting, legal, organic depot/maintenance, logistics, cost 
estimating, and financial management to the acquisition of 
weapons systems, platforms and services. These Navy Pro- 
viders acquire the material and services that comprise the 
Fleet and support its operations. The Fleet is best served 
when Navy Providers are delivering products and services 
alignedtothe priorities of their dual operational and acquisi- 
tion reporting chains. 

The Navy has more than six major Providers, typically called 
Systems Commands (SYSCOMs), that comprise more than 
100,000 people—all providing the necessary material prod- 
ucts and services that support the operational Navy (the Fleet) 
and Navy acquisition. 

To maximize alignment of Navy SYSCOMs with the Fleet 
and acquisition, the Vice Chief of Naval Operations (VCNO) 
and the Navy's Acquisition Executive (the Assistant 

responsibility to the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) and the 
Commandant of the Marine Corps, to keep the Service Chiefs 
informed of acquisition developments in the day-to-day busi- 
ness of the Navy and Marine Corps and ensure that the Service 
Acquisition Executive stays informed of Service Chief require- 
ments and priorities. In short, working to ensure acquisition 
and requirements priorities remain aligned. 

Arguably, requirements definition is the most critical phase 
in determining the successful outcome of a major weapon 
systems program. Requirements that are well informed by a 
thorough assessment of technical feasibility and a realistic 
cost estimate are inherently at lower risk of cost or schedule 
overrun or performance shortfalls during program execution. 
Accordingly, it is critical that the acquisition arm, which will 
be accountable for delivering to the requirements defined for 
a weapon system, is embedded in the requirements definition 
process to provide its best assessment of technical feasibility, 
cost and risk in the course of defining those requirements. 

Perhaps no single program better exemplifies the critical im- 
portance of close partnership and alignment between require- 
ments and acquisition than the Navy's future ballistic missile 
submarine (SSBN) program, the Ohio-class Replacement 
(OR). It is a daunting task to define the requirements for the 
first new-design SSBN in 40 years, with a priority placed on 
weapon system performance and submarine survivability, with 
a first-deployment date chiseled in stone, with a service life 
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(for the class) that extends to 2080, and with a cost that will 
dominate the Navy procurement budget throughout the two 
decades of producing the 12 boats of the class. 

The first pass on OR requirements was jointly rejected by the 
CNO and ASN(RD&A) at an early Gate Review chaired by 
the CNO, for reasons of technical risk and cost. Years were 
spent by the requirements and design communities iterating 
on the OR technical requirements until arriving at the irre- 
ducible minimum set that promised to deliver the degree of 
survivable, reliable at-sea strategic deterrence required by 
the nation at the best cost with high confidence of execution. 
Today, the program is executing on cost and schedule in the 
design phase, with fu'ther cost-reduction measures in place 
and close oversight of progress and performance by the com- 
bined requirements anc acquisition team through a disciplined 
Gate Review process, 

While the OR program is unique, the process and partner- 
ship between requirements and acquisition employed on OR 
are not unique. The same teamed approach in pursuit of an 
affordable, high water speed amphibious combat vehicle to 
replace the canceled Expeditionary Fighting Vehicle made it 
clear to the Commandant that the requirements for such a 
capability were beyond our current reach due to cost and risk. 
As a result, the Marine Corps is proceeding with an extremely 
capable and affordable Amphibious Combat Vehicle that will 
meet near-term requirements, while continuing to mature 
technologies and tactics to meet the long-term objective for 
high water speed. 

Similarly, the requirerrents, budget, design and acquisition ap- 
proach for the Navy's first fixed-wing unmanned carrier-based 
aircraft have been formulated by a combined requirements/ 
acquisition team that has been partnered since initiation of the 
development effort, with approval of the requirements through 
design specifications by way of Gate Reviews co-chaired by 
the CNO and ASN(RD&A). This process is perhaps best 
demonstrated by the combined Navy-Marine Corps efforts 
on a future amphibious ship, LX(R), to replace Navy's aging 
Landing Ship Dock (LSD-41) Class. The requirements and 
acquisition organizations across both Services and the Sec- 
retariat are partnered through each step of the process. They 
provide high-confidence recommendations—on the ship's re- 
quirements, the design to meet those requirements, and the 
cost to build that design—to the CNO, the Commandant, and 
ASN(RD& A) co-chairing the program's Gate Reviews. 

Our mandate is to properly define and seamlessly transition 
from requirements to designing, building, testing and fielding 
—and to do so within agreed budgets and schedules based on 
realistic estimates. This necessitates unity of purpose and ac- 
tion between the requirements and acquisition organizations 
each step along the way. And it all begins at that first gate, 
with getting the requirements right. & 

The author can be contacted through brian.a.metcalf ajnavy.mil 
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Tasked and Ready 
The Army's Commitment to the 
Better Buying Power Program 

Heidi Shyu 

1 he Army is charged with maintaining readiness and technclogical overmatch 
in an era of increasing threats and decreasing budgets. Since 2011, the last 
full year of engagement in both Iraq and Afghanistan, the Army's Research, 
Development and Acquisition (RDA) base budget has decreased by one- 
third, with fiscal year 2015 funding now at $20 billion This decrement 

Shyu is the Ass:stant Secretary of tie Amy for Acquisition, Logistics ard Technclogy, a posilion slie has held since Sept. 21 2012. As the 
ASA(ALT). sue :s the Army Accuis'ticn EKecutive, the Senior Procurement Executive, the Science Advisor to the Secretary af the Army, 
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has necessitated cancellation of certain programs, and 
has stretched other programs' schedules. In addition, 
per-unit equipment costs have increased as procure- 
ment quantities have dropped. 

These funding reductions present a significant chal- 
'enge to the Army, -low does the Department of De- 
fense (DoD) ensure its technological superiority while 
maintaining, sustaining and resetting equipment com- 
ing out of theaters o* operations? In addition, the Army 
must continue to support a diverse set of operations: 
the destruction of Syrian chemical weapons; training 
Afghan combat troops; supporting the international 
fight against Ebola; and countering the full spectrum of 
host le threats, which include adversaries as isolated as 
individual terrorists and as large as nation-states. Our 
portlolio must span aviation, ground vehicles, missiles, 
ammunition, tactical command and control, communi- 
cations, simulations and training, soldier systems, enter- 
prise business systems, chemical and biological defense, 
and elimination of cnemical and biological weapons. 

This breadth of portfolios coupled with significant "und- 
ing and manpower reductions posed by sequestration 
results in very challenging trade-o"fs. 

Better Buying Power (BBP) represents a v'tal step in 
tackling these challenges. BBP 1.0 ard 2.0 focused on 
getting the best value for the government establishing 
should-cost across programs; negctiating the best type 
of contracts with industry; and increasing training for 
the acquisition workforce. BBP 3.0 DU Ids on these past 
successes, witi a focused emphasison achieving domi- 
nance through innovation and technical excellence. As 
technologies continue to evolve rapidly, tne Army must 
work to raptcly insert and adapt cutting-edge capabili- 
ties into its Programs of Record (PORs) Such actions will 
ensure that cur soldiers maintain technical overmatch 
well into the future. 

In parallel, the DoD is tackling the cumbersome aspects 
of the acquisition life cycle. Working across the Services, 
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the DoD has provided Congress with initial legislative pro- 
posals designed to eliminate burdensome documentation 
and streamline bureaucratic processes. This is the first step 
toward acquisition reform. 

Acquisition Reform 
Over the last several decades, many major studies were con- 
ducted on acquisition reform. The issues addressed incuded 
cost growth, unrealistic requirerrents, lack of accountability, 
ponderous bureaucracy and lack of adequate training. Unfor- 
tunately, many of these efforts served only to increase bureau- 
cracy, further burdening the prccess with added oversignt. 
Ironically, activities intended to improve the acquisition system 
failed to fundamentally overhaul the cumbersome process. 

A part of the failure was due to an inability to concede that 
defense acquisition must develoo ever-increasingly comp ex 
state-of-the-art systems intended for operations in very di- 
verse system-of-systems environments across the glebe 
while countering potential threats. These complex systems 
must interoperate with legacy systems and provide the level 
of security typically not available off-the-shelf in the com- 
mercial sector. 

Several other internal and external factors have negatively m- 
pacted our acquisition process. Numerous stovepiped stake- 
holders across the Army and DoD all have separate vested 
interests, making the serial decision and approval process 
protracted and drawn out. Budget instabilities under seques- 
tration have further impacted programs by stretching out 
program baselines and increasing cost. Additionally, seques- 
tration has created higher attrition rates of civilians who seek 
more financial stability rather than face potential furloughs. 

The advent of BBP, therefore, is a welcome means to ad- 
dress some of these issues, realizing necessary efficiencies 
through affordability, cost control, enhanced competition and 
elimination of unproductive prccesses and bureaucracy.The 
DoD's efforts in this regard have already realized improve- 
ments, and continued implementation should only produce 
additional gains. 

Under the auspices of BBP, the Army is working to properly 
address the complexities of acquisition: reexamining its statu- 
tory and regulatory requirements, the reduction of which will 
improve responsiveness and agility; conducting a comprehen- 
sive review of Army acquisition policies to streamline dupli- 
cative occurrences; and assessing and implementing proper 
contracts to better incentivize industry. 

Army Innovation 
Despite significant reductions to the RDA budget, the Army 
has protected Science and Technology (S&T) funding, its 
"seed corn for the future." In addition, the Army has improved 
its investment strategy continuously by implementing a 30- 
year planning process, the Long-Range Investment Require- 
ments Analysis (LIRA) over the last three years. We have 
engaged with the Intelligence Community to better under- 
stand the evolving threat picture, assessed the DoD strategic 
guidance, compared needs with current program-of-record 
capabilities to define gaps, identified technology insertion 
opportunities in current and new programs of record, then 
examined ongoing sustainment needs from a total-life-cycle 
perspective. The Army continues to identify critical technolo- 
gies across all portfolios spanning from the material level up 
to the system-of-systems level. We then look for program- 
of-record insertion opportunities. 

Small businesses are the innovation engine across all sectors 
of business. The Army has a stellar record of funding small 
businesses to increase innovation, providing 31.6 percent of 
all contracts to small businesses this past year. 

The Army continues funding more than $400 million in basic 
research annually. The vast majority of that $400 million goes 
toward funding innovative research in universities across the 
United States. 

BBP 3.0 will help us develop metrics to assess the quality o- 
DoD research and measure how well we transition technolo- 
gies into programs of record. We continue to assess flexible 
strategies to adapt new commercial and DoD technologies 
into our products. 
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Industrial Base 
The Army cannot realize the vision for BBP without the strong 
support and collaboration from the Defense Industrial Base. 
The innovative ideas from both the defense and commercial 
industry provide the foundation of new systems from concept 
development through design, development, production, and 
integration and test. The Army has increased its engagement 
with industry, at the program manager (PM) and program 
executive officer (PEO) level, through daylong Industry Day 
events in which program roadmaps are shared. In addition, 
one-on-one engagements with program managers provide in- 
dustry partners an opportunity to gain insight into the Army's 
needs and processes while providing PMs with insight into 
different company's capabilities. Requests for Information 
(RFIs) are solicited nume'ous times to better understand what 
industry is developing and able to produce prior to releasing 
a draft Request for Proposal (RFP). Large industry partners 
continuously seek out innovation from small businesses to 
secure a competitive edge for their systems. 

Association of the United States Army (AUSA) events bring 
together Army leadership with industry. Interactions with in- 
dustry on its product development provides valuable insight 
and dialogue across al echelons of the Army. International 
displays and exhibits provide additional insight into capabilities 
being developed in other countries. 

BBP 3.0 will help us gain greater visibility into commercial sec- 
tor developments and better leverage innovative contracting 
mechanisms, thereby enabling commercial companies to work 
with DoD. 

BBP and the Army of the Future 
The Better Buying Power 3.0 initiatives, especially as they work 
to streamline bureaucratic acquisition processes and facilitate 
the insertion of innova:ive technology into our programs of 
record, has the potential to rapidly deliver the next generation 
of overmatching capabilities to our warfighters. & 

The author can be contacted Through Anita Odom at anita.j.odom.civ a 
mail.mil. 

MDAP/MAIS Program Manager Changes 

With the assistance of the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense, Defense ATScL magazine publishes the names 
of incoming and outgoing civilian and military program 
managers for major defense acquisition programs 
(MDAPs) and major automated information system 
(MAIS) programs. This announcement lists a recent 
change of leadership. 

Navy/Marine Corps 
Bruce Urbon relieved Valerie Carpenter as program 
manager for the Navy Enterprise Business Solutions 
(PMW 220) on March 2. 
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Reward Industry for 
Innovative Outcomes 

RADM Allie Coetzee, USN 

The overarching theme of Better Buying Power 

(BBP) 3.0 is achieving dominant capabilities 

through technical excellence and innovation. 

To help achieve these goals, the Department 
of Defense (DoD) is reexamining business ar- 

rangements, so we can: (1) attract and enable a broader 

array of industry participants; (2) employ techniques 
that will motivate industry to deliver tangible results 

that advance combat capabilities; and (3) recognize 

that deliberate speed is required to stay ahead and re- 
main on the cutting edge. 

Attract and enable industry participation. 
The DoD recognizes the need to reach out to firms that have 
not historically done business with the DoD. We also recognize 
there is a wealth of innovation in these firms. How, then, can 
we engage with these nontraditional suppliers, entrepreneurs 
and inventors and entice them to offer their innovative products 
and services? 

Generally, nontraditional defense contractors avoid DoD con- 
tracts, pointing to the excessive federal and defense regulations 
that drive potentially unreimbursed costs and impose an unde- 
sired intrusion into private industry business models. Section 866 
of the National Defense Authorization Act for fiscal year (FY) 
2011 gave the DoD pilot authority to acquire "military purpose 
non-developmental items" from nontraditional defense contrac- 
tors. However, given the current statutory criteria for its use, the 
DoD has not yet been able to take advantage of this authority, as 
written. We are engaging with Congress to see how this author- 
ity could be amended to allow broader application in this arena. 

Coetzee is Acting Director of Defense Procurement and Acquisition Policy im 
the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology and 
Logistics. 
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In the meantime, the DoD continues to promote streamlined 
statutory authority to acquire commercial items. 

The DoD also has not taken full advantage of "other transac- 
tion" authority (OTA) for prototype projects. "Other trans- 
action" refers to the authority under 10 United States Code 
2371 to enter into transactions using an acquisition instrument 
"other than contracts, grants or cooperative agreements." 
OTAs generally are not subject to federal laws and regulations 
governing procurement contracts. When selectively used, this 
authority can engage nontraditional firms by allowing inno- 
vative business arrangements or structures that otherwise 
would not be feasible or appropriate using standard acquisi- 
tion instruments. Because OTAs are not bound by the typical 
constraints of traditional procurement contracts—particularly 
those around intellectual property—they allow the DoD to at- 
tract a wider range of potential industry partners. 

Employ techniques that will motivate industry. 
In recent forums. Defense Secretary Ashton Carter and Under 
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics 
Frank Kendall have expressed the DoD's concern over the risk 
of losing our technological edge. Advancing our combat ca- 
pabilities through innovation is something we must do. If the 
DoD does not succeed, we risk losing our technical edge and 
degrading our national security. 

When considering how the DoD structures its contracts for 
innovation in research and development (R&D), one would ob- 
serve that the government typically absorbs the risk of perfor- 
mance by awarding best-effort, cost-reimbursable contracts. 
While that approach should remain the norm for mainstream 
R&D and developmental programs, the DoD should consider a 
paradigm shift away from the "best efforts" default and toward 
rational use of other techniques. Rather than reward compa- 
nies with contracts and funds to pursue concepts advanced 
on paper in proposals, the DoD desires to reward companies 
that deliver demonstrable results through early prototypes 
that can be made operational. 

During his tenure as Deputy Secretary of Defense, David 
Packard advanced prototyping as a means to leverage "small, 
efficient design teams and a minimum amount of documen- 
tation" to obtain significant capabilities at relatively little cost. 
In the foreword of its June 30,1986, report, the President's 
Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management—better 
known as the Packard Commission—concluded that increas- 
ing emphasis on prototyping should allow us to "fly and know 
how much it will cost before we buy." Prototyping is a famil- 
iar concept, and the structuring of acquisition instruments 
for these efforts has evolved considerably. However, erratic 
budget cycles have limited the DoD's ability to fully employ 
prototyping over time. 

Recent interest in prototyping and other similar models led 
the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy 
and the Office of Management and Budget's Office of Federal 

Rather than 

reward companies 

with contracts and 

funds to pursue concepts 

advanced on paper in 

proposals, the DoD desires 

to reward companies that 

defiver demonstrable results 

through early prototypes that 

can be made operational. 

Procurement Policy in August 2014 to publish a list of inno- 
vative infracting case studies. Noteworthy techniques that 
were highlighted included OTAs, incentive prizes, and chal- 
lenge-be sed acquisitions. 

"Incentive prizes" allow agencies to conduct a competi- 
tion where the winner receives a prize for developing a vi- 
able solution for a stated need. The America COMPETES 
Reauthorization Act of 2C10 provides statutory autnority 
for incentive prizes. This allows the DoD to reach beyond 
traditional defense contractors and increase the number of 
entities wcking to solve tough problems, thus increasing the 
potentia for inrcvation. 

The "challenge-based acquisition" mode: ouilds on this lati- 
tude, fostering originality in industry by being less prescrip- 
tive and allov/irg industry to propose any solution that meets 
the cha lenge criteria. Payment is renderec only for successful 
solutions, resulting in numerous opportun;ties to leverage the 
capabil ties deve loped for the chal enge. 

The CoC's 231^- 'eport on the Performance of the Defense 
Acquisition Eystem concluded that "Contractual incentives 
are effective if (1) we use them; (2) they are significant, 
stable, and predictable; and (3) they are tied directly to our 
objectives." Jkewise, we must bear these three tenets in 
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mind as we employ these techniques to motivate industry 
to innovate. 

Deliberate speed required to stay ahead. 
Finally, the DoD must exercise deliberate speed to acquire in- 
novative and dominant capabilities. This requires modified 
thinking about the DoD's contracting processes. As a rule, 
we have routinely applied procurement administrative lead 
time (PALT) to measure the time lapse between a contract- 
ing office receiving a complete acquisition package and com- 
pleting the procurement action. Frequently, PALT was used to 
reallocate, or even reduce, resources for better procurement 
office performance. When applied in a vacuum, PALT can be 
an organizationally damaging metric if we fail to recognize that 
often our best deals are closed only after we have taken the 
time to meticulously assess a proposal, develop a reasonable 
negotiation objective, and exercise the patience necessary to 
negotiate to the objective. 

There certainly is more to deliberate speed than cleverly nav- 
igating bureaucracy for the sake of timely deals. The DoD's 
processes need to encompass a new, more aggressive time 
cycle regarding innovation on an ever-evolving technological 
capability. How can the DoD capitalize on narrow windows 
of opportunity to inject cutting-edge capabilities that enable 
our warfighters to remain ahead of our adversaries? Value- 
engineering change proposals (VECPs) offer one method for 
rapidly injecting innovation into an existing contract. Another 
is competing requirements that follow an open systems 

approach using modular design, which may increase delivery 
of capability to the warfighter on a faster development time- 
line. In this same vein. Congress has endowed the Secretary 
of Defense with Rapid Acquisition Authority (RAA) to waive 
certain provisions of law, policy, directive or regulation to ad- 
dress any combat capability gap that has resulted, or is likely 
to result, in combat casualties. This process, managed by the 
Director of the Joint Rapid Acquisition Cell and governed by 
DoD Directive 5000.71, allows sponsoring organizations to 
award a contract in as little as 15 days from the Secretary's 
RAA determination. 

Conclusion 
Regardless of whether it is maintaining parade fields, develop- 
ing the next data management capability or launching the next 
generation of communication satellites into space, the DoD 
strives to define work in such a way as to reward industry for 
successful outcomes. BBP 3.0 takes this to the next level by 
focusing on achieving dominant capabilities through techni- 
cal excellence and innovation. We recognize the DoD already 
has several vehicles available that streamline our burden- 
some processes and facilitate entry into defense contracting 
for nontraditional industry partners. We need to capitalize on 
every opportunity to employ these processes to reach out, 
attract and reward industry partners for delivering the latest 
and greatest innovations that meet emerging warfighter needs 
and maintain our technological edge. ^ 

The author can be contacted through robert.r.jarrett4.civ amail.mil. 
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Sustainment 
and Logistics 

Better Buying Power 

David J. Berteau 

suatatriment 
5tainment perme 

From the first issuance 
of Better Buying 
Power (BBP) in  , 
2010, its key 
sustain- 

ment initiative 
has focused on Per- 
formance-Based Logistics 
(PBL). With the updated ; 
ance for BBP 3.0 issued 
is worth expanding the 
updated initiatives throuj 
prism. This article finds tl 
ates the entire set of BB 
stantial contributions to its overall theme of "Aciieving 
Dominant Capabilities through Technical Excellence and Innovation." Sustainment also 
underpins the earlier focus of BBP on affordability, on should cost, and on smarter ways 
to procure services and increasing the professionalism o-" the workforce. Let's look at how 
sustainment does that. 

Performance-Based Logistics 
For years, the signature sustainment initiative under BBP has been Performance-Based Logistics (PBL). The latest 
guidance from Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, ard Logistics Frank Kendall places additional 
management emphasis and attention not just on increasing PBL but aiso on ensuring its effective use. Specific 
actions include developing common ways to measure PBL effectiveress (including benefits and savings), using 
those measures to track results, and reporting those results quarterly. Regular updates on PBL implementation 

Berteau ;s Assistant Secretary of Defense for Logistics and Materiel Readiness. He is resp onsible for ensuring logistics support to the United 
States Armed Forces. 
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Several BBP initiatives 
|can incorporate actions that 

will help foster innovation 
in sustainment. Two of 

these are removing barriers 
to commercial technology 

utilization and 
emphasizing 
technology 

insertion. 

also will include determinations of and plans for the accessible 
market by Department of Defense (DoD) Component as well 
as progress toward those plans. My office will update the PBL 
Guidebook by October 2015 to improve developing, reviewing, 
approving and contracting for PBL arrangements. 

For PBL, the challenge for today is more on "ensuring" effective 
use than solely on increasing the number. As Kendall noted, 
in addition to counting PBL arrangements, "We want to make 
sure that the ones we have are effective, and we will prob- 
ably increase our use, but we need to do it in cases where it 
makes sense, and we need to make sure it's being done well." 
PBL provides insight and information that can affect costs and 
performance throughout the sustainment cycle. Let's look at 
some of the ways to do that. 

Enabling Innovation in Sustainment 
Operational logistics successes of the last 14 years have shown 
that logistics is a significant U.S. competitive advantage. Main- 
taining that advantage will require DoD to improve its ability to 
incorporate logistics technology and process innovation from 
around the world. Several BBP initiatives can incorporate ac- 
tions that will help foster innovation in sustainment. 

Two of these are removing barriers to commercial technology 
utilization and emphasizing technology insertion. Expanding 
access to global logistics innovation can eliminate unproduc- 
tive processes, increase opportunities for competition and 
enhance affordability. Specific actions such as taking better 
advantage of commercial technology refresh cycles can apply 
to post-production systems as well as systems in develop- 
ment. Technology refresh for components, subsystems and 
software may offer powerful opportunities for reducing life- 
cycle costs long after systems have been fielded. 

Another initiative that offers potential sustainment benefits 
is increasing the use of Modular Open Systems Architecture. 
Under DoD Instruction (DoDI) 5000.02, program managers 
(PMs) are responsible for applying open systems approaches 
in product designs wherever feasible and cost-effective. While 
costs often occur during development, savings from open sys- 
tems approaches appear in production and in reduced life-cy- 
cle sustainment costs, by enabling competition for upgrades, 
facilitating reuse for additional missions, and supporting 
technology insertion and software upgrades. Open systems 
guidance being developed by the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense (OSD) and the Military Departments will incorporate 
sustainment goals. 

Affordable Sustainment and Should Cost 
Affordability remains a core initiative in BBP 3.0. Affordabil- 
ity caps, should-cost based program management, and im- 
proved cost estimating have stabilized programs across DoD, 
The March 2015 Selected Acquisition Reports (SARs) show 
that, for covered major defense acquisition programs, the DoD 
gained $10.6 billion in buying power (paying less in procure- 
ment and research and development for the same programs), 
However, significant elements of overall life-cycle costs have 
not kept pace with this decline, based on the initial internal 
logistics cost baseline. In fiscal year 2014, maintenance costs 
continue to rise as a percentage of total logistics costs, while 
transportation costs decline (due in part to falling fuel costs). 
Extending the positive results of affordability cost caps and 
should-cost program management to sustainment costs is a 
major focus of BBP 3.0 implementation. 

Historical data show that design decisions made in the Con- 
cept Phase determine 70 percent of the total life-cycle costs, 
climbing to 85 percent by Milestone B. This means that, his- 
torically, reducing life-cycle costs requires trade-off decisions 
during system development. But in the recent past, such de- 
cisions have been inadequate to control life-cycle costs. In 
addition. Operations and Support (O&S) costs comprise 60 
percent to 70 percent of total ownership costs for most pro- 
grams, putting a premium on finding ways to lower O&S ex- 
penditures during design and development phases. 

Systems in design today hold promise for a better future. DoDI 
5000.02, "Operation of the Defense Acquisition System," re- 
quires under Enclosure 6 (Life-Cycle Sustainment) that PMs 
employ a should-cost management and analysis approach to 
identify and implement system and enterprise sustainment 
cost-reduction initiatives. Enclosure 6 also tasks DoD Com- 
ponents to: 

• fully consider sustainment factors 
• reduce O&S cost through system design early in develop- 

ment 
• assess product support performance periodically to pre- 

vent O&S cost growth 
• use system modifications to reduce ownership costs. 
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Sustainment affordability caps are established at Milestone 
B, based on a per unit annual cost, but since DoD has been 
tracking and reporting such costs under BBP for only a few 
years, a relatively small number of systems have breached 
the O&S caps. 

The majority of annual O&S costs are incurred by systems 
already fielded, not those currently under development or in 
production. For these systems, there are fewer opportuni- 
ties for design-affected changes that will reduce life-cycle 
costs. OSD Logistics and Materiel Readiness is assessing 
sustainment models among the military services, to iden- 
tify cost-reduction oppcrtunities and incentives for lower 
O&S costs. Success will depend in part on adequate data 
and reporting to support informed decisions and actions. 

Sustainment Information and Data Security 
Successful logistics operations have always depended on 
timely, comprehensive and accurate information. The ideal 
arrangement for DoD wojld be an integrated digital product 
data environment covering product design to product support 
and fostering decisions v/ith an understanding of their life- 
cycle cost implications. Such a data environment would help 
bridge gaps between the engineering and product support 
analyses and thereby promote affordable system effective- 
ness via continual trade-offs throughout a weapon system's 
life cycle. 

Even if DoD were to establish such an integrated data environ- 
ment, better decisions would be undermined by cyber threats, 
BBP initiatives will help address these problems for sustain- 
ment by focusing on strengthening cybersecurity across the 
product life cycle. 

For decades, DoD logistics information systems have been a 
weak link in cybersecurity, even before the term was used. In 
part, this is because of the size of logistics databases and the 
cost to secure them, but it's also because logistics activities 
need to interoperate with commercial suppliers both within the 
United States and across the global commercial marketplace. 
Strengthening cybersecurity throughout the product life cycle 
is critical for DoD, but it will require action across the global 
supply chain. BBP 3.0 accelerates those actions, but DoD can- 
not achieve success withojt the private sector strengthening 
its own cybersecurity. 

On April 23, 2015, Secretary of Defense Ashton Carter ad- 
dressed both information systems and networks: "[T]o de- 
fend DoD information networks, secure our data, and mitigate 
cyber risks to military missions, [we need to be] building a 
single security architecture that's both more easily defend- 
able and able to adapt and evolve to mitigate both current 
and future cyber threats. Tnis is to replace the hundreds of 
networks—separate netwo'ks—that we now operate in the 
Department of Defense." 

Strengthening 
cybersecurity throughout 
the product life cycle is 

critical for DoD, but it will 
require action across the 

global supply chain. 

The loss of critical logistics technical information through 
cyber vulnerabilities undermines U.S. technological superior- 
ity in three ways. First, these losses can help an adversary 
develop similar capabilities or countermeasures. Second, sus- 
tainmsnt costs for U.S. forces will increase, both to enhance 
data security and to counter adversary developments. Third, 
increased sustainment costs will reduce funds available for 
natiorcl security technology investments needed elsewhere. 

Condusion 
O&S costs are determined by the product support strategy 
defined in the development phase based upon reliability, 
availability and maintainability of the product. Increasing reli- 
ability end reducing cost requires trade-offs between system 
performance, availability, process efficiency, human factors 
and cost to maximize weapon systems operational effective- 
ness. Additionally, associated support and maintenance re- 
quirements need assessing for opportunities to incorporate 
logistics-related technologies to improve maintainability and 
reduce D&S costs. 

BBP 3.0 emphasizes maintaining technological superiority, and 
a key component is sufficient resources to enable innovation 
and medemization. Addressing technology opportunities for 
sustainment parallel to system design can positively affect 
the affcrdability of our weapon systems and provide funds 
needec for innovation. DoD needs to illuminate the costs and 
benefit: of decisions at every stage of system development, 
from dssign to post-fielding. Doing the analysis, providing the 
information and highlighting gains in reduced life-cycle costs 
from investments today can lead to the best decisions and 
trade-oifs. ^ 

The authzr can be contacted at david.j.berteau.civa mail.mil. 
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Market Research 
Faster, Smarter and Predictive 

Kenyata Wesley ■ Farhad Chowdhury 
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hrough implementation of the 
''Increasing Small Business Par- 
ticipation, Including Through 
More Effective Use of Market 
Research" Better Buying Power 
(BBP) 2.0 initiative, several ac- 
tions were completed to support 
improving market research capa- 
bility within the Department of 
Defense (DoD). 
Although acquisition professionals perform market research today, they lack 
easy access to the decision-making information required at each instance 
where market research is required. In BBP 3.0, we sought to build on BBP 2.0 
outcomes to broaden the use of effective market research, develop the tools 
necessary for all stakeholders and ultimately establish more efficient yet effec- 
tive processes to reinforce market research as part of the culture of producing 
innovative solutions for the DoD. The goal is to identify and accelerate the 
correlation between the DoD's technological needs and the capabilities of 
organizations in the Defense Industrial Base (DIB). 

The purpose of market research is to enhance affordability, to increase pro- 
ductivity and to identify and scale efficiencies in the DoD acquisitions process 
with the desired goal of providing better value to both the taxpayer and the 
warfighter. An effective market research process will allow the DoD to (1) buy 
smarter, (2) increase small business participation both as prime contractors 
as well as subcontractors, (3) increase competition, (4) obtain better pricing, 
and (5) maintain high quality in both products and services acquisitions. 

Wesley,depufy director for technology and innovation, is acting director of the Department of 
Defense Office of Small Business Programs (OSBP), where Chowdhury provides senior man- 

agement support. 
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Out of this BBP 3.0 initiative, the Office of Small Business Pro- 
grams (OSBP) is in the midst of developing a set of tools to 
drastically redefine and enhance all elements of market re- 
search by creating a Big Data solution that ingests commercial, 
federal and DoD data sources. The system maps and inte- 
grates 20 years' worth of buying behavior data with forecast- 
ing data. The system overtime will apply predicative analytics, 
trend analysis to identify at-risk areas within the small business 
industrial base. By ingesting near-real time data about the DIB, 
trend analysis, risk factors and future buying needs, the tool 
identifies potential risks and efficiencies. 

The Market Research Center of Excellence (MRCOE) 
platform also is a collaborative tool. Every year more than 
500,000 contracts are awarded by the DoD. Any acquisi- 
tion that costs more than $25,000 from the inception of the 
acquisition process to award has associated documentation: 
a Market Research Justification Report (MRJR). This system 
not only will automate major components in the generation of 
that document but also house MRJR in one location. The sys- 
tem will enable the acquisition workforce to learn together, 
from issuance of a request for information to a request for 
proposals and from the interaction between our workforce 
and industry. 

Most people do not know that market research as defined 
by the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) is good for 18 
months. By creating this central repository and suite of tools, 
the DoD can leverage previously performed market research, 
saving both time and effort by acquisition professionals and 
removing redundancy in the overall acquisition process. 

The feature set of the Market Research Collaborative Effort 
Environment (MCREE) includes: 

• Progress from creating a market research platform to en- 
hancing market research capability, revolutionizing perfor- 
mance management, optimizing analytics and enhancing 
engagement between the DoD and the industrial base. 

• Development of an MRCEE that automates and streamlines 
the entire process of market research, tracks the engage- 
ment with industry, auto-generates components of the mar- 
ket research report, and houses all the reports and market 
research in one location. 
— Market Research Execution: Streamline the process of 

searching, identifying and engaging companies. 
— Analytical Tools: Provide tools to the acquisition work- 

force to assess buying behavior and simplify the identi- 
fication of small business opportunities. 

— Goal Management: Provide a tool to manage small busi- 
ness goaling and allow for a more refined approach to 
goal-setting. 

— Future Needs Forecasting: Provide a way to capture and 
centralize forecasting data internally. 

In order to potentially round out the strategy for improving the 
market research process, the OSBP will study the feasibility of 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Novambcf F«bni«ry 

17 

23 

establishing a superio'supplier orogram for small businesses 
using best practices gained from existing programs targeted to 
other than small b jsiress con:erns. Lastly, OSBP will study the 
feasibility of rapic resoonse technologies in order to provide 
market research capaDility, ircluding consideration of the Air 
Force model of dsvebping MRCEE subject-matter experts, 
and empower acquisition workforce members by providing 
them with except ona training. 

Description 
Market research is the cornerstone of dexermining sup- 
ply capabilities ir DcD acquisitions: it is used to make key 
acquisition determinations, for examples, about the avail- 
ability of capable companies, commercial items, potential 
bundling justifications, anc how companies engage with 
the DoD. The data produced as a result of effective market 
research aid in ensuring the DoD capabilhy and dexterity 
required to strengthen na:icnal secjrity and deter threats. 
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figure I. Sample of Market Research Center of Excellence 
Database 

ARMY MAW PERFORMANCE 
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Additionally, improved market research practices can lead 
to increased commercialization rates as richer business in- 
telligence provides a rmre effective matching of needs to 
market capability. 

with all levels of the DoD. 
We will engage industry 
through social media chan- 
nels, forums and digital 
platforms, including mobile 
and tablet devices. Industry 
tools include a knowledge 
base, interactive online 
wizards and video-based 
training. 

The acquisition workforce 
will have available a num- 
ber of tools on business. 
defense.gov/apps—a man- 
agement system to track 
performance and goaling. 

Buying behavior analysis 
tools will provide the ac- 
quisition workforce with 
rich data and compara- 
tive analysis throughout 
the DoD. 

The tools will house and 
consolidate industry, pub- 
lic and DoD data sources 
into one data warehouse. 
The data warehouse also 
will ingest data from ex- 
ternal sources through ap- 

proved integration and interaction between our system and 
other DoD systems. It ingests both structured and unstruc- 
tured data, allowing users to search between relational data 
and documents in a seamless manner. 

The MRCEE offers a singls portal—business.defense.goy— 
that provides tools to accelerate and enhance the engagement 
between industry and the acquisition workforce. 

The portal will give indust'y a centralized location to accsss 
information, resources and tools to sptimize their engagement 

The tools automate, streamline and aid the acquisition work- 
force during the market research analysis with enhanced 
search capability across numerous data sources. The work- 
force can interact with industry immediately through the plat- 
form, via email broadcasts, surveys, webinars and scheduling 
calls and meetings. 

Governance for the Activity 
• Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Part 10 
• Interim Department cf Defense Instruction 5000.02 
• (FAR 7.107) (15 U.S.Code 644(e)(2)(A)) 
• Fiscal year 2011 National Defense Authorization Act, 

Sec. 863 (Public Law No. 111-383) 
• FAR 13.003(b)(1) 
• Fiscal year 2010 Smal Business Jobs Act, Sec. 1331 

(Public Law 111-240: 

The tool compiles the market research activity and industry 
engagement conducted on the platform and then auto-gen- 
erates a market research report document for the user. That 
report can be edited and stored on the MRCOE platform. 

That comprehensive data set of market research reports and 
activity then will be available to acquisition workforce mem- 
bers using the platform for their market research needs. This 
w II have a significant impact in time and money. It will enable 
a qualitative improvement in market research analysis. 

The platform will ha^e one centralized dashboard that cap- 
tures the interaction between the small business industrial 
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base and the DoD from registra- 
tion, interaction, engagement, 
award, grants and then after the 
award. 

Effect on Industry 
The forecasting tool saves costs 
and time for small business pro- 
fessionals, allowing more effec- 
tive industry outreach and more 
efficient market research. 

The tool enables assessment if 
and how we address the concerns 
of industry, attract nontraditional 
suppliers or serve the dynamic 
needs of a rapidly evolving in- 
dustrial base. The information 
can be monitored and assessed 
in real time. 

figure 2. Small Business and Socio-economic Performance 
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The forecasting tool allows industry—small businesses in 
particular—to understand the coming needs of the govern- 
ment and the contracts that will be available for competition. 
It increases small-business participation benefits to the DIB 
through increased competition and the resultant innovations. 

Effect on DoD/Government/Taxpayer 
The tool provides improved market research tools, processes 
and practices that will lead to the attraction of a larger ard 
morequalified pool of talented companies, increased competi- 
tion, cost reduction, and inceased commercialization rates. 

figure 3. Market Research Platform 
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Forecasting allows DoD decision makers to prepare more 
accurate responses to projected capability requirements. A 
standardized, systematic approach to forecasting will improve 
the DoD's relationship with industry and lead to enhanced 
acquisition outcomes. 

The proposed market research tool would provide richer and 
larger datasets to assist the acquisition workforce In identify- 
ing companies that address the DoD's needs. A user-friendly 
platform that aggregates data from a number of commercial, 
public and DoD sources would provide higher-quality informa- 
tion and improve access to nontraditional suppliers. 

The initiative would streamline the process for assessing past 
performance, capabilities and comparative analysis across 
many data sources. It also would enable verification of the 
financial health, organizational structure, innovative capa- 
bilities and history of the organization, which together will 
improve commercialization success rates. And the initiative 
will Identify potential risks to the DIB. Supporting data will 
include labor hours saved, efficiencies gained, overhead re- 
duced, etc. 

Incentives are necessary to sustain the initiatives. In addition 
to the proposed policy development, incorporation of effec- 
tive market research strategies, including use of the tools, 
into acquisition certification coursework would ensure that 

acquisition professionals have both the knowledge and skills 
to ma<e use of the tools moving forward. 

Metrics to measure results would include: 

• DoD prime and subcontracting achievement 
• Scholastic Aptitude Test goal achievement 
■ Improved effective competition rates 
• Measurement of actual versus projected spending in 

Service-based portfolio groups 
• Defense Acquisition University course completion rates 
■ Publication of policy guidance to institutionalize market 

research and set-aside procedures 
• Commercialization rates 

MRCOE will be released in three phases, with each phase 
building on additional functionality. MRCOE Release 1 will 
include automation of manual processes and a goal manage- 
ment system; MRCOE Release 2 will include industry engage- 
ment tools, analytical tools for acquisition workforce, and mar- 
ket research report generation. MRCOE Release 3 will include 
full transition of capability to strategic platform with analytics 
on utilization analytics and a consolidated repository of histori- 
cal market research activities and reports utilized to enhance 
future market research activity. ^ 

The authors can be contacted at Kenyata.l 
Farhad.chowdhiiry.CTR@mail.mir 

,wesiey2.civ amail.mil and 

PROGRAM MANAGERS 

©-TOOL KI'I 
https://pmtoolklt.dau.mil/ 

The Program Managers e-Tool Kit provides 
the program management resources 
of the popular print Program 
Managers Tool Kit in a dynamic 
Web-based format. 

The e-Tool Kit features: 

■ Continual content updates 

■ Live policy links 

■ Links to informative ACQuipedia articles 
and related communities of practice. 

QAU Visit https://pmtoolkit.dau.mil/ 
today to explore this convenient tool: 
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One More Time 
Time Management for Those Who Don't Have the Time 

Roy Wood, Ph.D. 

his is the third shcrt article in a series on time management that I've written for Defense 

AT&L magazine. I think it is important for acquisition professionals to manage time wisely. 

If you haven': figured it out yet, time is your most important resource—personally and 
professionally. Anyway, I know you're busy, so let's dive in.... 

The "To-Do" Lisi 
Do you use a to-do list as oart of your routine? If not, you are missing out on a simple but highly valuable tool. Start 
one. It doesn't have to be elaborate—in fact, simpler is better. 

First, find a half-hour of quiet time and write out all the things that you can think of that you need to do on a sheet 
(or a few sheets) of paper. Don't worry abo jt the order of the tasks right now, when you might get to them, or how 
complex or time consumi ng they might be. Just write down everything you can think of as you think of it. 

Wood is acting vice president o' the Dehnse Acquisition University. 
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Look in your email for taskers you've received. Write 'em down; 
gather up all those scraps of paper and yellow Post-It notes and 
transfer the actions to your list; look ahead a week or two on 
your calendar and think about things you need to do to prepare 
for coming meetings and commitments. Write 'em down, and 
even add in those personal items you've been meaning to do 
(drop off your laundry, get a haircut or research prices on that 
new car you've had your eye on). Write those down too. 

Don't get caught up trying to do any of the items yet, just get 
them written down. OK, done? Good. Bet you feel better about 
having all your to-do items in one place, don't you? 

On a weekly calendar, I can see 

which days are busiest with 
meetings and such and which days 

might have white space to get 
some to-do items accomplished. 

Now, review the list often during the day. As you get new tasks, 
add them to your list and mark those off that you get complete. 
Reviewing the list keeps the things you need to do front and 
center and, armed with this new awareness, you'll begin par- 
ing your list down and maybe even working off a few of those 
longstanding items you've been meaning to get to. 

There's power in simply having a written list. 

As you get more comfortable with your simple to-do list, you 
can add more bells and whistles in managing it. For that, I 
suggest you read David Allen's book, "Getting Things Done" 
(Penguin Group, 2001). Allen has some fabulous time-man- 
agement tips that we frankly don't have time to get into here. 

By way of a bonus tip ... when I was a program manager, I 
would keep my top 10 tasks written on a whiteboard in my of- 
fice. That way, the most important tasks always were in sight 
and I could review them easily. One day, I found a subordinate 
sneaking into my office to copy down my list. I passed by and 
let her think she was unnoticed, but I kept using this stealthy 
delegation tactic throughout my tour. 

The Calendar 
Everyone has a calendar, right? Are you using it to your best 
advantage? Here are sone tricks that work for me. 

First of all, have just one calendar for all your commitments- 
work and personal. Otherwise, you'll end up double-booking 
yourself and miss your daughter's lacrosse match. 

Next, I recommend doing your calendar updates and plan- 
ning on a weekly basis. I usually do this every Thursday or 
Friday for the coming week. On a weekly calendar, I can see 
which days are busiest with meetings and such and which 
days might have white space to get some to-do items ac- 
complished. In addition to putting meeting commitments 
in the calendar, I add appointments with myself and block 
calendar time for specific to-do list tasks and projects (like 
writing Defense AT&L articles!). 

Of course, once the week starts, all bets are off. Like your cal- 
endar, mine is pretty dynamic and changes are inevitable. I 
have learned to live with that, and be flexible in moving things 

around. I still try to work in as many to-do items as I can, mak- 
ing progress on them even if I don't have time to finish. At 
the end of every day, I take stock of what changed and what 
I accomplished, and update the rest of the week accordingly. 

Delegating To-Do Tasks 
■f you manage people, chances are you can delegate a lot of 
your tasks. The challenge is to keep track of those tasks that 
other people are working on. The best way I have found is to 
<eep a separate list of delegated tasks, along with the names 
3f those responsible for them, and agreed-to dates for comple- 
:ions or updates. 

It's easy to review this list weekly and note which tasks are 
due, then schedule short meetings, phone calls or emails with 
the responsible people to get updates on the tasks. Those that 
are ccmplete can be crossed off on both the delegated and 
your master task lists, and new dates assigned to those that 
are not yet finished. I have found that following up regularly 
with sjbordinates keeps the pressure on for them to finish the 
work in a timely manner. 

Summary 
In this article, I've suggested that you create a master to-do 
list if you don't have one. The act of writing down the things 
you need to accomplish frees your brain from having to re- 
member and declutters all those little yellow sticky-note re- 
minders surrounding your computer monitor. I also suggest 
you preview and update your calendar on a weekly basis, 
block ng out some time for specific to-do items. Finally, when 
you delegate, continue to track the items until they are com- 
pleted to your satisfaction. 

Many of you know there are lots of "systems" and tools out 
there for managing your calendar and task lists. If you are just 
starting, though, paper works fine while you are shopping for 
autonated solutions. But don't let finding the right tool be an 
excuse for further procrastination! 

That's it. I hope you find these simple tips useful in helping you 
make the most of your most important asset—your time.® 

The author can be contacted at roy.wood a dau.mil. 
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